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Editorial. 
THE somewhat extended discussion of the general subject of industrial education at the recent session of the National 
Educational Association at Louisville,and the deep interest man-
ifested therein can scarcely fail to lead to important practical re-
sults. The President of the Association made this the leading 
"topic of his anm1al address, and it aroused a general enthusiasm. 
Had the discussion of the subject been allowed to proceed, as it 
should have done, immediat~ly subsequent to the address, it 
would have been one of the marked features of the occasion. 
But owing to a short·sighted motio!! by an inexperience9 mem-
ber, the discussion was made the special order for the last eve-
ning oj the session! The result was what might have been antic-. 
ipated. The last evening was crowded with other business, the 
members wue weary, the en'thusiasm had cooled down, most of 
those who had heard the address had left, and the discussion was 
brief and unsatisfactory. In the industrial department, however, 
the speech of President Runkle of the Institute of Technology at 
Boston, with the surprising exhibition of students' ,york, the re-
ports of the "Whittling School," and the discussion and inquiry 
that followed, made a most profound impression upon 
the audience present, and, we believe, gave an impetus to the 
movement for illdllstrializilig American education that will be 
felt for years to come. 
-----------------
That there is a strong conviction in the public mind that some-· 
thing should be done to give a more practical direction to 
popular education . it is not necessary to prove. The demand is 
heard in all directions. The want is felt by all classes, and by 
none more .urgently than those actually engaged in what are 
known as industrial pursuits. The farmers represented in the 
stat.e gr~nges o.f Kansas and California have spoken upon the 
subject 11l unmistakable terms. Committees of investigation in 
both states, ,after a careful canvass of the present condition of 
common school edu~ation, .have reported in favor of such .mod-
. ifications of the system as wi.ll secure to the people a better prep-
aration for the work of life. StatestIien and political economists 
have, by recent events, been more than ever profoundly impress-
ed with the importance of coordiqating the work of hand and brain, 
and thus multiplying the resources of the working classes for meet-
ing the wants of daily life. That this fe~ling will grow until it 
finds expression in the measures that will supply the want, it is 
idle to dOilbt. It behooves American educators to grapple with 
the question at once, and thus be prepared to propose and exe-
cute such plans as shall be adequate to the end iIi view. Whether 
these plans shall demand new agencies, or a modification of ex-
isting ones, or both, it must be left to educational men largely to 
determine. To a careful consideration of these questions we 
urge our thoughtful teachers everywhere. We hope in due time . 
to throw out a few suggesstions that are a result of our own re-
flections, and we invite well-considered communications from 
our correspondents who have given the subject a share of atten-
tion. 
We publish the communication of Miss Clara Conway in an-
other column with pleasure, and assure our correspondent that 
we shall be glad to hear from her on any and all sides of the ques-
tion of education in the South. We do not quite understand the 
writer's impression that our remarks have heretofore been "one-
sided" on this question, unless she is willing to concede that in 
a broad sense they have been on the rigM side ;-the side of pre-
senting facts from official documents as to the actual condi- . 
tion of education in tile South ;-the side of urging that every " 
possible influence and agency capable of improving that condi-
tion be invoked ;-the side of diminishing the amount of igno-
rance and increasing the intelligence of the· masses of the people 
of all races, classes, and conditions: Surely there can be no 
one-sidedness in this, any more than there can be any rational 
questioni-ag of the truth as presented in official utte~ances based, 
not on the observations of one person, but of scores of persons 
in every part of the country. 
We have no doubt that in localities of limited extent, and in 
isolated cases, there are exceptions to the general condition of 
things ,vhich the WEEKLY, in the interests of the South and of 
the whole country, has endeavored to represent to its · numerous 
readers. But we cannot discredit the carefully collected testi-
mony of officials whose business it is to learn and report the ac.-
tual facts of the situation that the,re is, over vast areas, a deplora-
ble lack of means 0(. education and an urgen t need of good 
schools for "the instruction especially of the colored race: We ' \ 
are also painfully aware that there are ma~y-:-too many poor 
schools even in Ohio and every other northern state. Weareaw re 
that there are large numbers of children, especially in the great 
cities of the North, that are growing up in ignorance. Bilt this 
does not lesson out rrofound interest in the South which so sore-
ly needs the recuperating influences of universal education to 
give her peace, prosperity, and happiness. We hope our· excel- . 
lent correspondent will give us her valuable assistance in bring-
ing about the great awakening so much needed both north and 
south by communicating such facts as may come under her ob-
servation., Great reforms are never effected by hiding the truth. I 
The first step toward the remedy of great evils is .to learn their 
, existence~ and the second is to proclaim it. This' is the 'mission 
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of the press, and we must be true to its demands . . Let the light 
shine. 
New England was altog~ther too conspicuously absent from 
the late meeting of the Educational Association at Louisville. 
This is wrong. More were presen t from far distant Texas than 
from the six New England States. Secreta.ry· Dickinson, of Mas-
sachusetts, wa.<; advertised on the programme but was present 
neither in person, by proxy, nor by paper, nor was any expla-
nation offered for his absence. The same may be said of our 
whilom friend , the editorofthe late COIll11l0IlSchool, of Iowa. Such 
engagements should be made only to be fulfilled, extraordinaries 
excepted. Numerous papers were sent in from persons who. 
were not invited. But the Association ver .' properly adopted a 
by-law prohibiting the reading and the publication of papers 
whose authors werl! absent from the meeting. 
THE ARCTIC EXPEDITION. 
CAPTAIN HOWGATE, \yho originated the polar expedition which recently started from New London, Conn., 'is a man 
of middle age, who has immediate charge of the Signal Service. 
He entered the army from Michigan at the outbreak of the war, 
as captain of a company of volunteers, but he displayed such sci-
. entific ability that he was soon transferred to the signal corps, 
where he has been ever since. Three years ago he was selected 
by Secretary Robinson as a member ofa committee to investigate 
the loss of the Polaris, where he first became interested in polar 
discoveries. His investigations have persuaded him that if a 
colon y can be founded at some accessible point in the Arctic re-
gions, supplies can be sent there once a year, and from there 
extensive and continued explorations can be made and the Pole 
reaclied. By this m~alls the men will become acclimated, by 
actual residence, to the hardships of active life. 
The man in direct charge of the expedition is Captain Tyson, 
who commanded the ill-fated Polaris. Probably no more com-
petent or experienced man could be found to take charge of such 
an expedition. His knowledge of the northern seas is unsur- . 
passed; he is a skilled navigator, a practical scientist, and is 
noted for his endurance, courage, and resources of mind. As an 
officer of the navy he has indefinite leave of absence, and it is 
expected that Congress will permit him to draw his pay regularly 
during his absence, which will probably last a term of several 
years. 
Captain Tyson has a crew of ten experienced men, and two 
associate scientists. Mr. O. T. Sherman, of" Providence, R. I., 
goes as meteorologist and photographer. He is a recent gradu-
ate of Yale College, and was selected on the recommendation of 
the Yale faculty. His expenses will be paid by the College,and 
the results of his observations will be partly the property of that 
institution. Mr. Ludwig Kumlein goes under the patronage of 
the Smithsonian Institute, as naturalist. Mr. Kumlein is only 
twenty-five years of age, a student of the Wisconsin State Uni-
versity, whose father is a farmer at Busseyville, Jefferson County, 
Wisconsin. Mr. Kl\lnlein's scientific abilities have been chiefly 
shown in connection wit'h his work on the United States Fishery 
Commission, wilh which he has had frequent engagements~ 
The object of this expedition is purely a scientific one, and 
has received the approval of scientific men generally. Full data 
will be collected in reference' to the meteorology, geology, 
natural history, and other cognate scif'nces, by a long series of 
systematic observations, rendered possible by cooperation with • 
similar colonies or stations of observa~ion established in Spitz-
bergen, Nova Zembla, and Franz Joseph's Land by European 
enterprise. W. 
THE METRIC SYSrEM OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. 
THIS has been devised by scientific men for use all over the world instead of the diverse and inconvenient weights and 
measures previously in use. Near the close of the last r.entury 
the preliminary steps were taken by representatives of several 
nations at the suggestion of the French government; and dur-
ing the last thirty years it has been the subject of legislation by 
nearly every government in Christendom. Many have adopted 
it exclusively; others use it in government business or legalize 
it without forbidding . the use of old weights and measures. 
Of the leading nations of the world, the United States, Great 
Britain, and Russia are to-day the only ones that are not distinct-
ly committed to the adoption of the metric system. It was 
legalized in Great Britain in 1864 and in this country in 1866. 
It is used in the Mint and on the Coast Survey, and used by our 
chemists, and men of science. It is becoming more familiar to 
our people every day, tl>anks to our newspapers and periodicals, 
to our schools and colleges, and to our foreign commerce and in-
tercourse . 
Its chief recommendation for us is that it is decimal, which 
gives it the same advantage over our common weights and meas-
uaes that the federal currency has over shillings, ninepences, and 
fourpence-ha' pennies. Instead of 1 6 ~ feet make a rod, 320 
rods make a mile, &c., &c., we have: 
LENGTH . 
10 milli·meters make I cenli-meter hh meter) 
10 cenli-melers " 1 deci·meter (itt 
10 deci · mders " I meter ( 1 
10 meters "I deka-meter (10 
10 deka·meters 1 hekto·meter (100 
10 hekto·meters I kilo-meter (1000 
10 kilo-meier. " 1 myria-meter (10000 






" . ) 
" ) 
and remem-
A second recommendation is that its units have the simplest 
relation to one another~ thus: 
CUBIC MEASURE. CAPACITY. WEIGHT. 
I CUBIC CENTIMETER or I MILLILITER (T~(rO liter) of water weighs I 
GRAM. 
10 cubic centimeters or I centiliter (Th liter) of, water weighs I dekagram 
(10 grams) 
100 cubic centimeters or I deciliter (itt ")" " 
(100 grams) 
.. 1 hektogram 
1,000 cubic centimeters or I CUBIC DECIMETER (I liter) of water 
weIghs I KILOGRAM (1,000 gram.) 
10 cubic decimeters or I dekaliter (10 liters) of water weighs I myriagram 
(10.000 grams) 
100 cubic decimeters or I hektoliter (100" ) 
tal (100,000 grams) " " 
I melric quin-
1,000 cubic dedmelers or I CUBIC METER or I KILOLITER (1,000 
Iitef!; ) of water weighs I METRIC TO~ (1,000,000 grams) 
Compare that with our U. S. dry quart and U. S. Equid 
quart. which are different from each. other and both different 
from the British Imperial quart; our gallon which holds 
58,37 2 2-10 grains of water, and our bushel of 2,15042-100 . cu-
bic inches; our Troy pound which is lighter than the avoirdupois , 
pound, and our Troy ounce which is heavier than the avoirdu-
pois ounce; our cubic measure which everybody knows is awk-
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ward, and our apothecaries' measure which nobody knows any-
thing about. 
To bring the metric system into general use in this country, 
two things are reCJuir~d : 
1. That the government should adopt it exclusively in its of-
ficial business. 
2. That the whole people should unite in demanding its use 
in contracts and all commercial transactions. 
At the beginning it will be necessary for some people .to trans-
late quantities from one kind of measure into the other. A 
brief table of equivalents is subjoined, giving also some approx-
imations easy to remember. 
I inch equals 0'026" meter, or about 2t centimeters. 
I foot o.sou 30 
I YARD" 0'91H H of a l\IETER. 
I mile "1609'4" I/r; kilometers. 
U. S. liquid QUART equals 0'9408 liter, or rather less than 1 LITER. 
dry" 1.1012 " more "I " 
"gaIJon u 3''185 u or about 3/tr liter. 
bushel "35.u" " -h of a hektoliter. 
I avoirdupois ounce " 0'02835 kilogram or rather less than 30 grams. 
I Troy & apothecaries' ounce equals 0'08110 kilogram or rather more than 30 
grams. 
I avoirdupois POUND 
I .Iong ton (2240 pounds) " I metric ton. 
" 0 .45859 
" 1016'05 
" 
or about 1~ of a KILO. 
Contributions. 
TEACHER AND DISTRICT. 
INTRODUCTION. 
C. M. WOODRUFF, of the Michigan Bar, Detroit. 
As in all the other relations of lift:,diffic~lties. have fre~uently arisen between 
.. school teachers and districts, resulting In laWSUIts, and consequently 
declstons are found affecting this relation. What the landlord is to 'he ten · 
ant, What the guardian is to the ward,. the principal to the agent, the consign· 
o~ to the consignee, or the buyer to the seller, that is the teacher to the (lIs· 
tnct. Each has mutual rights and each mutual obligations, and each is af· 
fe~ted by law. When they can not agree, and are suffering from a m.utual 
misunderstanding, unless they compromist:, they must resort to courts of law 
for a settlement. It is evident, therefore, that an understanding of the law 
on the part of all concerned will prevent.much needless litigation, and the au· 
thor Ratters bimself that he has, in what is to follnw, occupied a field entirely 
unOccupied before; for, althougll mucb has been written concerning the duties 
and rights of teacbers over the persons of the scholars, and concerning their 
morality, and their conduct both in and out oftbe schoolroom, nothing, so far 
~s .the writer knows, has been written concerning the mutual relationship ex· 
~sllng between a teacher and the district employing him. This relationship 
IS foundt:d on a contract, either expressed or implied, and is subject in the first 
place to the ~eneral rules of law affecting contracts; then there are special 
rules affecting this relationship, of which special rules it is proposed to speak. 
I. THE RIGHTS OF SCHOOL TEACHERS. 
Sec. I. Who may be School 'f'eaclurs. 
Generally, anyone may contract to teach a private school, and be entitled 
to all the benefits of that contract, independent of his qualifications to teach, 
so long as he uses no deception in obtaininO' his contract . . It is thought how-
ever that if th ". f hi' e teacher proves himself to be totally unlit to per onn t e ( utles 
he has collt t d . h ' 
" rac e to pt!rfurm, his cmpioyer would not be bound to ro:tam 1m 
~n hts. employ for the term contracted fur, but might discharge him at once, 
m whICh case he would be liable only for the time actually taught1. But to 
be a teacher of a public school, it seems that one must have attained a certain 
stand:trd of qualification. In most of tht! states, certificates of qualification, 
~ranted by some authority empowered to examine teachers and grant such cer· 
tlficates, are required to be obtained before one is properly authorized or Ii· 
~ensed to teach a public school. In some of the states this power is vested 
In a single officer, in others in a committee. In all states requiring such certifi· 
catt's, tht!re is some authority created for ~ranting them. What the authority 
I NeviUe .,s. Sch. Di.1. 36 Ill. 71• 
is or in whom it is vested, is immaterial, 1he general principles affecting the 
rights of teachers und~r laws requiring such certificates being the same. 
It has been said that anyone may contract to tench a pri,'ate school, and 
with the limitations contained in these statutes requiring certificates of qualifi. 
cation, this is true of public schools. Of cour;;e it is meant by this, anyone 
may legally enter into any contract; so, therefore, anyone who is incapacitat-
ed from contracting, by reason of insanity, or otherwise, is also unable to can· 
tract to teach a public school, but it has been held that nn infant possessing 
the other legal qualifications may, with the assent of his father, contract with a 
school board to teach a school!. 
SU.2. Ojtlu Certificate of Qualijiralioll OIld its Ej[fcl. 
It has been uniformly and repeatedly decided thdt, where the statute requires 
a certificate of qualification before a teacher can begin a puhlic school, one who 
has kept a school without such certificate call not recover any compensation for 
services.; and the mere fact of ill.feeling between the town superintendent 
and the teacher is no excuse for not obtaining such certificate4 ; nor is a 
teacher authorized to teach, without the requisite certificate, even though the 
proper person to give such certificate neglect or wantonly refuse to examine 
him G, for in such cnsesuch person may be compelled, ordinarily, by 1IIOt/· 
damtts, to grant the proper examination, and the certificate, if the teacher is 
entitled to it. He would also be liable for damages occasioned by such refus· 
al or neglect. 
It has been decided in New Hampsbire that a judgment recovered against 
the school district in favor of a teacher for such compensation, by the consent 
of the di5trict, will be restrained by injunction, at the suit of any person inter. 
ested, suing in behalf of himself and others6 • No school district or come 
mittee has authority to waive a provision of law requiring the production of 
such certificate or to dispense with the certificate itself 7 , amI any contract 
of the trustees of a sc!lool district biring a teacher who has not obtained a 
certificate as required by law is void 8 , ' while in Tennessee the Common 
School Commissioners are indictable for employing a teacher who has no ex· 
aminer's certificate for his competency, as there required by law'. 
In Illinois, it seems that in an action by a school teacher against the direc-
tors for recovery of wages, the declaration10 must aver that the certificate of 
qualification required by law was exhibited to the directors before his employ-
men(11. Such averment or proof is not necessary in Vermont or Maine, 
where It is held that, in an action by a master against a town, to recover for 
services, proof that he was employed by the agent, and that the servict!s were 
rendered as agreed, prima jacie entitled the plaintiff to recover, and if tbe 
town would avail itself of tbe want of a certificate required by law, it 
must show the fact, as the agent has not the right to engage such services, 
without the certificate, and he will be presumed to have done his dutya. 
These decisions would in all probability be followed in most of the states, as 
tbey are more nearly in accordance with the general common law rules of ev· 
idence. 
In Maine and Iowa, it seems to be the doctrine, tbat :llthougb a teacber of 
a public school may not be entitled to recover her wages, by reason oi baving 
neglected to obtain the certificate required by law, yet the district alone is en· 
titled to make that objection, and if money has been paid by the town to the 
scbool agent, to be by bim paid tu the teacher, he will hold lt to her us~, and 
he cannot object to the want of such certificate, nor can a county superinten. 
dent of schools maintain a bill to re3train a per.on from teaching a school, 
and the director of a district from permitting the use of a school house, on the 
ground that such party has no certificate to teach. But the residents of the 
district may maintain such a billlB. 
It may be summed up in brief, in the light of these decisions, that under 
laws requiring certificates of qualification to be bad, the effect of a want of 
such certificate is first, to make all contracts void; sl!cond, a forfeiture of all 
services or wages for teaching a pub Ii c school; and third, a divestiture of all 
legal rights in the teacher as such, at least so far as the possession of the schoBI 
house is concerned, if not that over the person of. the schular, so that corporal 
punishment by him would he assault an(1 battery: 
• Managhan flS. Schoot Dist. No. I. 38 Wis. 100. 
3 Barr " •. Ucni.lon, 19 N. H . "70. Goodrich fl •• Fairfax,.6 Vt. IlS. Welch flS. Brown, 
30 Vt. 586. Baker ., •• School Dist. 12 Vt. "92. Jackson flS. Hampden, 2 app. 37. 
Harrison township v •. Conrad, 26 Ind. 337. 
4 "'cIeh ., • . Brown, jO Vt. 506. 
S J ackson .,s. Hampden 2 app. 37. 
6 lJarrvs. Dc:nislou,19 N. H . 17->. 
7 lb. 
8 J.nness vs. Sch. DiM. 12 Minn. 448. 
9 Robinson ., •. State,' Cold \Tenn) 181. 
10 "D,·clarl,titJ1t."-A statt:mcnt of thc plaintiff on his part ofhilcausc'of action. 
11 Bodkin., •. O.borne, 39 Ill. 101. Smi,h "S. Curry, 16111. 147. 
12 i{olfe ., •. Cooper, 2 app. '54. DC?yan "S. Sch. Di,1. 3S Vl. 6'3. 
t 13 Don: .,s. Billings, 26 Maine 56. Perkins .,s. Wolle 17 Iowa 228.: 
• 
-, 
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S'(c. 3.: The Effect of the Certificate. 
1'his certificate of qualification is prima facie (though of course not conclu-
sive) evidence of one's qualifications to perform the duties of .a teacher, and 
it devolves upon the school directors to prove incompetency or neglect of du-
ty, .when they have dismissed a teacher for either of ,said causes14 • And 
even when the teacher of a district school, without t3e use of any fraudulent 
or improper means upon his part, has obtained a certificate of his qualification 
in due form, from the proper officer, it is no defense to an action brought 
by a teacher· to recover hiS wages, t hat the certificate was granted without 
any examination having been made by such officer 1 K. In Vermont, where 
the statute requ.ires for the validity of the contract with the teacher of a public 
school that he shall obtalfl a certificate before beginning to teach, the law is 
satisfied if the certificate be obtained on the evening of the first day, especially 
when the delay has been at the request of the examining officer, and with the 
assurance that "all would be well;" at all events for the subsequent keeping, 
so if it appear that a certificate wa~ made Ollt at the proper time by the proper 
officer, upon satisfactory evidence of qUOlJification, although by some accident 
or neglect the certificate was not put in the teacher's hands 1 8 • In the case 
ofHohman,vs. School District, decided by the Supreme Court of Vermont, the 
facts: werethese: The plaintiff obtained a certificate to teach for one year, 
from the 17th day of December, 1857, and in the summer was employed by 
the defendant to t(·ach for the winter next ensuing, and pursuant thereto, 
taught such school for five weeks before her certificate expired and six weeks 
afterward without obtaining a new certificate. The court held that, inasmuch 
as she had a certificate when she was employed, and actually commenced the 
school, she might recover for services p~rformed, both before and after tlie 
expiration of the certificate. And in the same state, when a teacher contract· 
cd to teach a school eleven weeks, and commenced and taught one week 
without a certificate of qualification, but obtained a certificate at the end of 
the first week, and continued teaching, it was held that the continuing of the 
school after she had obtained her certi.ficate was eqUivalent to making a new 
contract, to commence at that time upon the same terms as the original con-
tract. 17 
14 Nevillevs. Sch. Disl. 36 Ill. 71. School Disl. vs. Reddick, 77111. 6.8. 
IS (;eorgevs. Sch. Disl. No. 8 in Wesl Fairlee & Vershire,'o VI. (S Washb.) 49S. 
16 Green vs. School Disl. 20 VI. 4~S. Paul1JS. School Disl .• 8 VI. 575. Blanchard VI. 
School Disl. 'gVI. '133. Hohman vs. School Dlsl. 34 VI. '70. 
17 ScOll VI !:ichool Disl No. " 46 VI. 452. 
THE NEED OF PREPARATION AND OF GOOD PRINCIPLES IN 
TEACHING. 
By M. R. 
MANY of those who teach our country school~ think it. is not necessary for the success of their schools that they be constant students of the 
oranches which they are teaching. Some reason for this opinion (if it can 
admit of a reason) is found in the fact that very many of our country teachers 
are farmers, who teach in the winter "because they 'have nothing else to do, 
and they may as well be earning something as to be idle," taking it up as a 
money transaction only, haying no liking for the work, putting no principles 
into their teachings-sometimes having no firm principles of right themselves' 
-t~king no educational helps of any kind. Among such we oftenest find 
those teachers who close each day's school work with the dismissal of school 
and the locking of the door. 
All observing teachers know that the gauge of a teacher's success is found 
in the number of hours of daily study, in the preparation for the recitations 
of th' day. No teacher can be truly s~ccessful who does not take the lessons 
that she gives the children, and, with the added experience :md higher knowl-
edge of the subject which she has acquired, construct a new lesson deeper in 
thought and broader in fact than the one contained in the text·book. This is 
no easy matter when. we have the many and varied classes common to our 
country schools, but it is our duty to do it and all else that lies in ollr power 
to instill in the minds of children a love for knowledge that will urge them 
to seek it even after school days are done. 
, 'Our teachings abide forever. We should consider well the effect that they 
wilt have on the cliaracter of our pupils. It is useless for us to talk of inde-
pendence of thought and action; we don't possess it, we are turned and 
molded by trivial passing events that awaken us to thought and effort; hav-
ing possessed ourselves of the gems that lay hidden in the jostling with the 
multitude, the opinions of ethers in book and life, we stand forth proudly and 
proclaim.ourselves independent. If we are manly or womanly we allow sur· 
• 10undings to mold us into better men and women. While we feel the reo:, 
spons :bility of our influence, we can do no' less than consider the wor'" of 
those grown old in the practical work of the school room; such educators 
are known, and among their-written pages there is much to suit our own varied 
needs. 
Each of us should own some book containing hints for the school room, 
should subscribe for and read some children's paper or magazine; should sub-
scribe for and study one or more of the best educational publications of the 
day, and, for her own good, she should read and keep posted on the affairs of 
this living, ever-moving world of ours. Time for all this ~an be found if 
your work is systematized. Study the lesson it it be only the alphabet. How 
do the s's and z's turn? 'Vhat of the other letters? Find something new in 
the lesson; you can do it; it is not exhausted though befor~ you for years. 
Use your brains if you expect to succeed. Text-books alone are not sufficient 
though our best aids. . 
One earnest of success with the li"i~ onu is in the ' assurance that we our-
selves feel the truth contained in our instructions; children soon understand 
whether 1C1e believe to be true what we strive to teach. A circumstance il-
lustrating this occurred to me some years ago. A lady teacher whom I very 
much admired wrote a number of articles for an educational magazine; they 
were filled wilh noble thought and protestations of earnest 'trivings after bet-
ter tbings than she felt herself possessed of. Such . noblt; ambition filled my 
childish heart .with greater admiration for my teacher; I took occasion to tell 
her of the impression made upon my mind by the arti~les, and asked her, if, . 
since the attainment of her desires was 50 far from her (as she wrote), she diil 
not sometimes become discouraged; also, if she did pot find some recompense 
in the thought that her writings encouraged others to put forth some efforts 
that would not have been put forth but for her. Her laugh and reply sur-
prised me. Sbe said: "W.hy, child, I don't write because I feel what I say 
I do-for I don't feel it-but for the money that is paid me for these things." 
There and then I lost faith in her, my ideal. and all that she said of beauty 
and excellence fell on a cold and doubting heart ever after. There is danger 
that we deal with a marketable article and furnish what there is a popular de-
mand for, rather than the truth that displeases because it cut3: 
It is not well to persist openly in our opinions, even if we are sure that we 
are right; this course can only bring us defeat by arol)sing strong opposition 
in our patrons. Whatever the evil we may come in contact with, let our in-
fluence be strongly against it, directly and indirectly, if possible, but decidedly 
by our o,,;n example. In this lies our greatest power as conduct teachers, liv-
ing our teachings of right I What greater recompense than thOl,t we can see 
and know that we are doing good in the world '! 
HALF HOURS WITH PLANTS; OR HINTS IN BOTANY. 
III. THE NASTURTION. 
S. P. BARTLETT. 
"Yes, flowers have tones, God gave to each 
A language of its own, 
And bade the simple blossom teach, 
Where'er its seeds are sown." 
FOR a September day, beautiful with its pleasant sunshine and golden air, what can be more delightful than this cluster of scarlet Nasturtions, 
with their deep green leaves' ? They brighten the whole ' room, and remind ~ 
us what a privilege we have, in studying them, even in our simple way. A 
rich sweetness dwells in their f!.owers. reminding us of the pal!sy; but we 
must not mingle the juice of the plucked stems with it,for that is quite peculiar 
and pungent. The juice of the plant we see is very abundant, and dwells in 
every part. This is why the green seeds make such palatable little pickles. 
Let us see, in the first place, if our Nasturtion is a native plant. No; we 
uever found one of these rich red flowers in field, or wood, or by the running 
brook, though it has relatives in the Cress fanlily, and is itself called the In-
dian Cress. It is a South American flower, said to have been origmally 
found in Val:)araiso. Its botanical- name is very descriptive, and so I am 
going to give you the long word to remember,-Tropceolum, from th~ Latin, 
meaning trophy.plant, or emblem of victory; as we read 'that its twining gar-
. lands were once used to decorate triumphal arches, after . victorious battles. 
But it seems to me that as good a reason for its name is seen in the form of 
the flower, ' and leaves. Does not the b\"ossom look like an empty golden 
helmlet, pierced, and cleft, and stained with blood? See the leaves; they 
are also like a shield, and for that reason called peltate, from another . Latin 
word. The long stem is placed a little on one sid~ of the center of this thick 
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roundish leaf, which is so firm of texture and veins as to present itself shield · 
like to any winds or sh0wers. It ea,ily tu TIIS, and repels the rains nicely 
from its smooth face, where you may see the clear drops stand like roun d 
gems in any sholVel'; and very beautiful they look. These leaves by some 
botanists are also called di. c·shaped; and who can tell us the meaning of 
disc; or why the leaf should be so described? This South American plant, 
becau,e it does not spring naturally here, hut was brought from another coun· 
try to be cultivated, is calicd an exotic. You will see this name applied to 
all such plants, and it always means they are of foreign birth, though they 
learn to live here. Plants often seem to change their nature, and habits, that 
are thus changed from their hirth "places. Thus this brilliant Nasturtion, 
which flouri>hes wild on the banks of warm Peruvian streams year after year 
as a twining s·hrubby plant, of delicate texture, and riche,t bloom. whose ten· 
derness that soft genial climate could never destroy, upon removal here, soon 
found there was alwaysacold winter in the year,and has altered its habit so com· 
pletely as to perfect its g.rowth, and t1olVering, and seed, all in' one brief sum· 
mer and autt:mn, r.nd beef me an annual plant, perrecting its term of life in a 
few mOnlhs. Many most useful plants and vegetab.es God has taught to 
ad;tpt themselves to ( ur climate and care, without which we should scarcely 
know how to live. This bright Nasturtjon we may have as a winter flower, 
in our room, however, and very 10\'ely shall we find its veh'ety scarlet and 
or.lnge blossoms, when snow· fI~kes imprison all the little out·door pl:lIlts,and 
th.e hright hirds arc fhwn away. \Ve will now plant in a pot for a hang. 
ing basket a ; mall root,-well cut Lack-keep it in a sheltered place to 
strike nicely, and by and by, as autumn grows crisp and cool, remove it grad. 
ually to the plJ.ce intended. Too much warmth an cl closene.s is not good 
for nny house plant. Soon we shall find it trying to twine by means of its 
flexible stems, and curlin~ leaf.~talk~, and we shall have a window more de· 
lightful than the most costly picture. Some drooping plant may fringe the 
edge or our basket; the lillIe green vine of the l\Ioneywort, or the delicate 
leaved Roman Ivy. One or two of the red cup~, and sea·green leave~, we 
can frequently pick for a little white vase, to stan:l UpOl1 the school·room desk, 
or the table; and perhaps learn something more about the Nasturtion, as we 
iee ill; growth and watch its ways. 
====== 
THE ANGEL AND THE CHILD.* 
JEA~ REDOUL. 
AN 3ngeJ with radiant visage Paused near a child's bed with a look 
As though he saw his .own image, 
As we see our own in a brook. 
"Lovely child," said he, "you resemble 
The angels, so come, come with me, 
And we will be happy together, 
The earth is unworthy of thee. 
"Even Love suffers here in his pleasures, 
And joy is never complete. 
The happiest have hours of sadness; 
The gayest sometimes must weep. 
"From the gloomy shock of the tempest, 
To·morrow no surety will bring; 
. There'S nt:\'er a day all sunshine; 
And Fear sits enthroned-a king. 
"Ah, sadness and anguish coming 
Would darken thy peacerul skies, 
And dimmed with tear. of bitterness 
Would be thy sweel, azure eyes. 
"No, no; to the fields Elysian ' 
Come hasten away with me, 
For by Providential favor, 
Unhappiness shaH flee far from thee. 
"In this world thou would'st stain thy garments· 
No one can live here on the earth ' 
So that his last moment 's as peaceful 
As is the first hour of his birth. 
"That thy face may never be clouded 
And nothing reveal thee the tomb,' 
While thou art most pure and lovely 
I take thee withme to my home." 
Then, shaking his shining pinions, 
The angel with him had fled 
To the bright celestial dwellings . . 
1'0Jr mother, thy son is dead! 
-Translated from the French by M .... c. Eo C. W II'''HBLL, AUSLiu, JU. 
METRIC WEIGHTS AND :MEASURES. 
As a means of aiding other states in directing their work for the introduc· tion of th.e metric system of weights amlmea,ures, and ror fh~ general in· 
formation of our readers, we give below the main provi,iolH or the law cna~ted 
last winter in the state of Massachusetts, in conformity with the laws of the-
United States. 
SECTlO:-< I. From and after the passage of this act, it shall be la\vrul, 
throughout the commonwealth of i\Iassachusetts, to employ the weights and 
measures of the metric system, and no contract or dealing or pleading in any 
court shall be deemed invalid or liable to objection uecause the weights or 
measures expressed or referred to therein are weights or measures of the met· 
ric system; . an'\the metric weights and measure, received from the United 
States, and now in the Treasury of the commonwealth, Illay be used and tak. 
en as authorized puLlic standards of weight. ami measures; and these author· 
ized standard. shall in no case he removed from the Treasury, except under 
necessity for their preservation or repair. 
SEC. 2. The following tables shall be recognized in the construction or con· 
tracts, and in all legal proceedings, as establishing, in terms of Ihe weights 
and measures now in use in the Mate of l\lassacJ\useus, the equivalents of the 
weights and measures expressed. therein in terms'of the metric system; and 
said tables may be lawfully used for computing, determining. and expressing, 
in customary weights and measures, the weights and measures of the metric· 
system. (Here follow the taLles.) 
.SEC. 3. The Treasurer is hereby authorized and directed to procure dupli. 
cate sets of the mt'tric weights and measures, conrormable to the standarJ now 
in the Treasury; of which two sets shall be retained for the usc of the Treas· 
urer and his deputy, and from which there shall be furnished one set to the 
treasurer of each shire town in the several coulllie.; of the commonwealth, and 
each city not a shire town. 
SEC. 4. The duties "f the Treasurer of the Commonwealth and his deputy, 
and the duties and responsibilities of the treasurer of each town, with resp~ct 
to the keeping, care, venficatlOn, and lose of the standard wt'ights ' \ld meas· 
ures so furnished, shall be the same with those estaLJlislied by exisung statutes 
wuh respect to the s~al\danl weights and measures heretofore provided. And 
it is hereby provided that no shire town in ' which there may be two or more 
sealers of weights and measures shall for that reason he reqUIred to procure 
:>.dditional sets of the metric wt.ights and measures. 
SEC. 5. The deputy and Treasurer shall verify, adjust, and seal all metric 
weights and measures that lUay be brought to him for that purpose, and he 
shall receive a reasonable compen-ation therefor; and the sealer of weights 
and measures in each town that shall receive the standard metric weights and 
measures, as hereinbefore provided, shall verify, adjust, and seal all metric 
weights and meaSures that may be brought to him ior that purpose from 'vith. 
in the county in which such town is situated, and he shall receive a reasonable 
compensation therefor; but he ~hall claim no fees for any scaling, verifiClltion, 
or adjustment, for the performance of which he may otherWise receive com· 
pensatlon by salary paid by the town. 
SEC. 6. All persons using weights or measur~s of the metric system for !-he 
purpose of selling any goods, wares, merchandise, or other commodities, shall 
have them adjusted, sealed, and recorded, by some authorized seale~ of 
weights and meas.ures, and shall therefore be responsible for the correctness 
and exactness of tbe same; and no person using illegally or fraudulently the 
metric weights and measures shall thereby be freed fNUl any liabilities or 
penalties to which he would otherwise have be.'n exposed in case the weights 
and measures employed had Leen the ordinary weights and measures hereto· 
fore and now in use in this commonwealth. 
, The Ecollolllisl places the loss in men during the various \vaTS from 1852 to 
1877 tit 1,948,000, of whom 750,000 died during that of t!Je Crimea; 45.00~ 
in that of Italy in 1859; Schleswig Holstein, 3,000; United States civil war, 
800,000; war of Prussia against Austria and Italy in 1866,45.000; Mexican, 
Cochin China, Morocco, and Paraguay expeditions, 65,POO; Franco·Prussian 
\oVar of 1870'71, 215,000, of whom 150,000 were French and 60,000 Ger· 
mans; and loss by mas.acres oJ Christian. in Bulgaria tlnd Armenia duri~g 
1876'77,25,000. The expense of the Crimean war is placed at $1,7°0.000,. 
000; Italy, $300,00~,00~; United States-Northern section, f4,70:>'ooo,o~'; 
Southcrn section, $2,300,000,000; Schleswig· Holstein,. $35,000,000; Prus· 
sia, Austria, and Italy in 1866, $330,000,000; ~Iexico, Cochin China, Moroc. 
co, and Paraguay, $200,000,000; Franco·Prussian War, $2,500,000,000; toUI, 
$12,065,000,000. 
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THE SPELLING REFORM_ 
DAVID N. JOH NSON, late Chairman of Lynn School Committee. 
WE sympathize with the young learner ·as he comes forward to meet the hosts of the spelling-book. We invoke whatever authority resides in 
the republic of letters, or in that part of its domain most interested in the ed-
ucational welfare of those who use the English tongue, in behalf of a reform 
that shall put a speedy end to the present barbarous methods of spelling En-
glish words. Why a word should be spelled with six letters that can be intel-
ligibly spelled with three, nobody can answer on any ground of common 
sense. We are aware of the objections that will arise. Certain quiet gentle-
men, with abundant I,eisure to pursue etymological studies, will insist that they 
must not be disturbed; or, more strictly, that their successors must not, sever-
al generations hence. Waiving the .consideration that this whole matter of 
etymological investigation has been a se~ies of dissolving view~ from the pe-
riod when it was first thought that all language could be traced back to the 
ancient Hebrew, down to the time that made known the latest researches of 
German philologists" we would respectfully invite an answer to the following 
questions: Which is of tlie most consequence, .that a few scholarly gentlemen 
of a future period shall 'be disturbed in their interesting philological studies, 
or that the millions on every continent of the globe just coming upon the 
stage of life, and haVing the English language as an inheritance, and who are 
but the advance guard of the incomputable millions yet to come, shall be 
compelled to flounder in a quagmire of orthographical inconsistencies and ab-
surdities? If this iuquiry is not suggestive enough, we would still fu~ther 
ask, whether, in view of the history of the Engl)sh language, it is possible to 
resist the reform in its orthography which has already removed so many 
'stumbling blocks froin the path of the learner and made Chaucer almost an 
enigma to him who can easily read plain English? Can any language be 
fixed either in its form or in its significance until it becomes a dead language? 
and are there any signs that English is becoming a dead language? Did not 
these sticklers for the orthographical integrity of the language protest against 
the present method of spelling plow and hight, and all similar innovations? 
-but of what avail was this protest? 
What we want is a reform worthy of the nineteenth century,-a reform 
that shall compare with what has bC'en done in the past, as the locomotive 
compares with the lumbering baggage wagon , or the tdegraph with the swift 
post-horse. More radical phonetiC changes lI\ay be the work of the future; 
but until that time comes, let no effort be spared to purge the language of its 
redundancies, its inconsistencies, and its absurdities. When this is done, the 
letters and their combinations will be some guide to the pronunciation, and 
we shall approximate, at least, in this respect, to the regularity and symmetry 
of other modern languages. We cannot find a more fitting · close to our re-
~arks on this topic than the following ext~act5 r rom the school report of our 
city 'for the year 1872, written by the scholarly 'pen of the late Jacob Batchel-
der, Esq. 
"But we hesitate to adopt the radical imprvvemenl of the English lan-
guage without the approving nod of England. * * * But to ·reform the 
English language, though desirable to. foreigners who would acquire it, is not 
a task for them to attempt; and since England still hugs her chains, no coul). -
try' but ours can expect to accomplish such an enterprise. 
Let the school reports throughout the land, let teachers at their conventIOns, 
let the State Superintendent, let the officer. of the Bureau of Education ex-
a\Uine this subject in the light of common sense ,and the common practice in 
every other department of human progress, and let the English language, if 
neceSsary, 'be named, as in Russia it is now in compliment to our country 
styled, the American language." 
The East. 
Conducted by Prof. EDWARD JOHNSON, 34 Oxford Street, Lynn. Mass . 
DR . Harriet K. Hunt, of Boston, I_eft a handsome legacy to the Boston _ University of Medicine, the income of which is to be devoted to sup-
plying teit-books to indigent students.':"'-We have received the catalogue of 
LMelle Seminary, at Auburndale, Mass., not far from Boston. The report of 
tile official visitors speaks in the highes t terms of its exc~llent management. 
We quote the following: "The location of tillS school upon the highlands of 
N~wton's most beautiful suburb, Auburndale, is all that could be desired for 
quiet in study, easy access to .the best priVileges of society, b!=auty in natural 
.scenery, and for health. The building, with its surroundings, presents a 
" 
pleasing a.~pect as it is approached, and it is found admirably adapted in its in-
ternal structure and appointments, to furnish an agreeable home to such as are 
so fortunate as to be admitted there. The course of study and the facilities 
for pursuing it are of the first class, and place this school high among those 
with which it ranks. There was ample evidence that the hand of the ac· 
complished Principal, C. C. Bragdon, A. l\:£., had beeri tenderly but effectively 
laid upon all, even the minutest details of the daily routine of the school, 
and his cheerful an'd sagacious activity was .an inspiration to all his associates. 
The examinations and other exercises of the occasion gave proof of the abil-
ity and fidelity of the teachers in charge of the several departments, and that 
the students generally had well improved their advantages. * * * * 
The parting worcls of the Principal to th-e graduates were compact, forcible, 
tender, and ·strikillgly appropriate_ It should also be said that, while any-
thing that can be called sectarianism has 110 plaa in this school, a pure relig-
ious culture is manifest in all classes connected with it. It appeared to the 
visitors very evident that this school is so arranged a< to furnish a uldl matl-
ag~d Christian home to such young W011tetl as prifer uparat~ educatiotlal ad-
vatltagesof a hig h ordel'."--J. W. Simonds, late Superintenden~ of Public 
Instruction in New Hampshire, has accepted the superintendency of schools 
at Milford, Mass_--The completion of the first, century of Phillips Academy, 
at Andover, Mass., will be. celebrated in June, 1878- All who have been 
connected with the Academy are requested to send their present address to 
the Principal, Dr. C. F. P. Bancroft.--A normal department will be added 
to the Wilbraham Academy, Mass., during the coming year --It is said that 
the Hopkins University is the richest in America, having an en,lowment of $3,-
ooo,ooo.--Princcton has furnished from her list of graduates iorty-tw,) 
presidents for other colleges.--Dr. S. W. Williams has been appointed pro-
fessor of the Chinese language at Yale College.--The graduating class of 
the State Normal School at Buffalo, N. Y. , numbered thirty-seven, of whom 
four received diplomas from the Academic cour;e, eight from the Classical, 
seven from the Advanced English, and eighteen from the Elementary.--By 
the addition of two weeks to the school year at Hartford, Conn., it has been 
made nearly forty-two weeks long.--The amount paid annually in Boston 
to the seven special teachers of musIc is $20,ooo.--Prof Charles A. Young 
has accepted the professol"!>hip of astronomy at Princeton College.--Tufts 
Collt'ge graduated a class of 23 . The good name and character of the col-
lege are becoming more favorably known in the Western States. ~ library 
of 4,000 volumes has been received from the estate of the late fhomas 
Whittemore.--In the University of Pennsylvania it is proposed to adopt the 
Russian method of instruction in mechanics, by which the student is taught 
to construct the tools which he uses. Dr. John Ashurst, Jr., has been elected 
to the chair of clinical surgery in this institution, and Prof. T. F. Warm ley to 
the chair of chemistry. That of physiology has been temporarily filled by 
Prof. James Tyson. 
Musical .Department. 
Editor, W. L. SMITH, East Saginaw, Michigan. 
MUSICIANS AS MEN OF MORALITY. 
•. Listed into the cause of sin, 
Why should a good be evil ? 
Music, ala~, too long has been 
Pressed to obey the Devil." 
IT IS a most deplorable fact that, for a long time, the musical profession has been disgraced by many of its members being men of not only one idea, 
contentedly depending upon that genius alone for success, instead of striving 
for general culture and mental attainment in other depanments of knowledge, 
but also wofully deficient in the first principles of morality. Such having 
been the sad state of affairs, it is a matter of cheering interest to every lover 
of musical art to be able io recognize the fact that a better class of teachers 
are rapidly appearing in the ranks of the profession, who are demanding a 
change. W; have noticed with pleasure that several of our leading musical 
journals have taken up the subject, while in each of the several conventions of 
music teachers, held during the past year, the matter has received thoughtful dis-
cussion. In a recent number of the 'vYEEKLY, we ~ave room to an excellent 
artlcle from the Vox Iittmana, which, in a measure, treated of this glaring 
sin. .Since then, we have read with great interest some thoughts on the sub-
ject by G. M. Lole, of Ricomond, Ind., which were presented in an able pa-
per read at the recent meeting of the Indiana'State Music Teachers' Association. 
In this paper, Prof. Cole-after speaking of the great demand for good music 
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teachers, and the fact of their being, in the great majority of cases, as well, if 
not better pai,\ for their services than other specialists-proceeds to inquire 
into the cause of so many failing to succeed in the business affairs of life, and, 
among other things, says : 
"The cause of failures that have dawned u'p0n so many men that have start-
ed out in the musical profeSSIon can, m many instances, be traced not so often 
to their incompetency as to their want of morality and an inclination to evil, 
and that contll1ually. No matter what may be their qualifications in other re-
spects, if they are di, honest, licentious, or intemperate, they will alway. be 
looked upon with mistrust; their vices will haunt them at every step, and if 
they do not utterly destroy their usefulness they will retard their progress, so 
that the less competent wI!1 be preferred. There is no denying the fact, how-
ever, that a great number of low, worthless,and dissipated music teachers have 
been tolerated and employed merely on account of the great demand and 
scarcity of a better class. But people are beginning to find those that are 
temperate, that pay their honest debts, tell the truth, live virtuous and godly 
lives, and they will employ them even though their musical qualifications are 
not equal. Legislation has very wisely e~acted that school teachers should 
possess a good moral character, and certamly, for those that are employed to 
instruct in that which is considered the most accomplished part of education, 
as well as the long and intimate association necessary for the work, the de-
mand should be equally as important." -
For this last reason, if for none other, should boards of education, and oth-
ers who have charge of the interests of public schools and other institutions of 
learning be careful in selecting and employing special music teachers. If 
some drunken libertine. does bear the reputation of being a good musician, 
and receives the patronage of a 'few private individuals, that is no reason why 
he should be forced upon the public as an instructor, where hundreds, and 
perhaps thousands of young persons will be compelled to submit to continued 
association with him. A lthough the great advance which the cause of music 
has made during the past few years is a gratification, yet much more would 
have been accomplished, had those in charge of educational interests used 
more discrimination in the employment of mU3ic teachers, and paid premiums 
to morality instead oX licentiousness, as, too often, has been the case. 
A NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL MUSEUM. 
SUPT. J. ORMOND WILSON, of W.lShington, made the following sup-plem~ntal report on a National Museum at the recent meeting of the 
National Educational Association, at Louisville. The report was adopted; 
The educatIOnal value of comprehensive and classified colfections of arllcles 
illustrating the resources and products of different countries and of the various 
industries of man, has been impressed upon the world by means of the bril-
liant series of "'Vorld's Fairs," or, as they may be more definitely termed. 
"Exhibitions of the Industries of all Nations," which, beginning With that of 
Hyde Park, London, in 1851, culminated at Philadelphia in 1';!,77. It is no 
longer necessary to support the utility 01 such colkctions by argument. The 
term "Museum," which once meant in popular estimation li lLIe more than 
/ musty collection of useless curiosities, has been infused with new life, and 
now means the most active educational influence known to nh)(krn civiliza-
tion_ Object teaching is found to have new significance and to be of world-
wide·appllcation. Educationists early saw that this power was as applicable 
to the rapi d dIssemination of a knowledge of the metliods and appliances of 
the science of education as it was to that of the arts and manufactures. and 
the education colfection begun in England by the Society of Arts, and first ex-
hibited in 1854, has become, partly hy Government aid and largely by individ-
ual contributions, a most important branch of the South Kensmgton Museum, 
embracing as it does a collection uf over 20,000 volumes of educational books, 
and many thousands of models and appliances for educational purposes, the list 
of these alone, brought down to the end of 1875, filling a volume of over 870 
closely printed pages. Russia, Austria, and ltaly have followed the example 
of England in e>tablishing general educational museums; while most of the 
other European countries possess, each, several museums adapted to various 
branches of technical and industrial instruction. .-
On this continent our neighbors of the Dominion of Canada have set the 
example of organizing such a collection, the value and utility <?f which were 
made evident to all by means of the remarkable educational exhibit displayed 
at Philadelphia by the Province of Ontario. . 
While no governmental educational museum has ever· yet been organized 
by the United States. the advisa,bility of making such a collection has b~en re-
iUized, and its creation urged. 
The Exhibition at Philadelphia afforded an unprecedented opportunity for 
obtaining a quantity of material from the various countries of the world, at the 
cost of a little trouble an~ c~mp~ratjvely trifling expense. Unfortunately 
Co~gress made no appropnall~n 111 atd or.tQ,~~, and in consequence the oppor-
~umty could not be avatled .of 111 any adeqlfate measure, and the 'educational-
ISts of th~ country were compelied to se7 a magnificent opportunity pass away cOIl1~aral1vely unllnprov~d . . However It was impossible but that much ?hould 
remmn . . In the preparallons made by the United Statt!s Commissioner of Ed-
~cation to secure stll:tistical mate~ial , bea.ring on the educational history of the 
past cen~ury, and 111 th.e m.atenai deSigned to represent the various systems 
and appbances of educallon 111 all its phase~ as pre5er,ted in the United State., 
there was gathered in the G;overnment building the nucleus of a most inter-
esting collection, most of which became the property of the government, and 
needs but the natural growth and development which would follow Its instal-
lation in a suitable pl~ce to become most valuable to all educators, while its 
value will be greatly enhanced by its conjunction with the rare and unique 
educational libr:>.ry already possessed by the United States Bureau of Educa-
tion, and which is being rapidly. increased by means of the systematic ex-
change of the educational publications conducted by the Commissioner with 
foreign officials_ 
Although unable to obtain anything by purchase, many gifts were made to 
the_Commissioner by foreIgn individuals and governments, so that, in fact, a 
.very large educational collection, compr:sing many thousands of ~eparate ar-' 
ticles, is now stored in Washington awaiting the action of Con-
gress This comprises, first, the most of the collections exhibited 
at Philadelphia by the United States Commissioner; viz: the sta-
tistical charts, maps, and diagrams, prepared at the Bureau of 
Education expressly for - the exhibi ion, and which give a most clear and 
comprehensive view of the statistics of education, both public and private, in 
the United States. Second. the models, publications, furniture, apparatus, 
and school appliances, etc., exhibited. Third, the views of colleges. univer-
sities, ann schools, which formed such an attractive feature of the exhibition. 
Fourth, the very valuable collection illustrating . the progress of education 
"mong the Indians. In addition to these articles, the very complete and in-
teresting educational exhibit, made at the suggestion of the United States 
Commissioner of Education, by the Government of Japan. has been present-
ed to the Commissioner as a donation to the contemplated National Educa-
tional Museum. This collection is full of interest, first, as showing most 
clearly the habits, methods, and material of educ!ltion in Japan before the 
contact with European civilization, and secondly, the progress made up to 
1876 in adopting the methods and appliances of European education. A 
complete set of mechanical and chemical apparatus manufactured by their 
own "School of Arts and Manufactures" fills one large case, while samples of 
school furniture now used, and all other school appliances, bring into sharp 
contrast the old and the new. 
A very fine collection of school material from the Ontario I!xhibit, valued 
at about $1,100, and presented to the Educational Museum at Washington, 
fills a large room. Many valuable gifts from Austria, Germany, and Switzer-
land add to the interest of the collection, and show how readily, by a system 
of international exchange such as is carried on hy the Smithsonian Institution, 
this Educational Museum at Washington could be developed into an institu-
ticn where Americans could see for themselves all the new and improved ed-
ucational appliances of other nations without being compelled, as now,. to 
cross the sea. In a properly organized museum wherein every department 
of material relating to education, whether concerning ·the proper building, 
lighting, heating, and ventilating of school rooms, and their furmshing, or the 
best text-books and apparatus, should be constantly on exhibition, arranged 
under intelligent supervision, it is easy to see that the educators of the coun-
try would possess the means of avoiding many mistakes and of readily keep-
ing themselves informed of the best results of the efforts 'of educators through-
out the world, to e_xtend, develop, and improve the all-important science of 
education. 
In view of the great necessity that is felt for some such central repository 
where all the facts relating to the various needs of public education can be 
readily ascertained, and in view of the fact that so satisfactory a commence-
ment has been already made toward founding a National Museum, as is 
shown by the collections of articles and of the educatIOnal library now in 
charge of the United States Commissioner of Education at Washington, it is 
the opinion of this committee that it b the duty of Congress to make suitable 
provision for the collection, preservation, and care of a National Educational 
Museum, which shall meet the need~ of the educators and of the public. 
The late Duke of Wellington, writing his name in the albums of some chil-
dren, wrote it in one with a single I. The little lady said, "Why, you don't know 
how to spell your 'lwn name!" The Duke looked at it and laughed (this was 
in 1852), and said, "My dear, you take care of that signature, for it-is the 
only time in my life I ever made such a mistake;" but it was not, for he had 
so written it in the visitors' book at Eton . For many years of his life he 
wrote his name Wesley. not Welle.sley. It is only in the last hundred years 
that people have become very exact in the spelling of names. Sarah, Duch-
ess of Marlborough, spelt her own m~iden name hve different ways. 
. Looking at the uses of common sense in the school-room; we alii ready to ' 
say concerning teachers what an old Scotch elder said concerning mini~ters : 
"There are three things a mon needs to make him a successful minister, viz: 
gude health, religion, and gude sense; if he' can hae but one of these, let it 
be gude sense; for God can gie him health, and God can gie him grace, but 
naebody can gie him common-sense_"-M"al"V A/1m West. 
A new way of spelling called "base ball fashion," has been introduced in-
to some of the schools in the. country. Sides are chosen as in base hall, with 
a pitcher and catch'i:r on·eac.h side. One side spells at a time. The ' pitcher' 
on the first side pronounces the words -for the other side, and the catcher on 
t~le first side "takes up" and corrects a word when it is mis.;pelled by the other 
SIde. Every word that is spelled correctly is tallied for the side that spelled 
it, and every misspelled word is called out, if spelled correctly by the other 
side. Three out, aU out. The scholars say it is "lots of fun" to spell in this 
way. 
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Notes. 
J II. BUTLER & Co. are among the most enterprising book publishers in • this country. Their w"rks advertised on our first paRe are all standard, 
and at their present prices are as cheap as the cheapest.--The Apple-
I,ons have a new book by A ndr~ Theuriet, in their collection of foreign au-
thors, entitled "G~rard's Marriage."--The fall trade in new books prom-
ise~ t~ be very lively on account of the rich harvests.--The editor of the 
Iltw EI/gltllld Yvllrllnl 0/ Edllcntioll was president of the American Institute 
of Insiruction, which met at Montpelier last morth. As president of that 
body he included, in his nomination of committee~, one on the journal which 
he represented. His committee reported a resolution which must have been 
highly gratifying to the editor, slllce it spoke of his journal as being "the best 
educational weekly published in any language in the world." We congratu-
bte him. All that remains for him to do now IS to ket'p it "Ihe best." Our own 
paper has been r(Solvld "the best" several times, which shows that , formal 
recommendations are not always reliable; we have not yet got so far along as 
to claim that ou;se!ves, but irom the testimony of those who ought to know 
we are almost persuaded that it is so.--Mr. O. C. Blackmer, President of 
the Adams, lllackmer, and Lyon Pub. Co" of this city, has introduced into 
the text of Tht Littlt Folks, a tract for Sunday Schools, four of the vowel 
symbols recommended by him in his recent article in the WEI':KLY. They 
differ but little in appearance from the ordinary letters. 'Ve understand 
that Marder, Luce & Co., of Chicago, are prepared to furnish these letters to 
other publishers who may Wish to use them, or to prepare others as they may 
be \vanted.--Send fifteen cents to D.lVis, Dardeen & Co., Syra-
cuse,"N. Y., for a copy of Kennedy'S Philosophy 0/ School Disc.iplillt,--
The catalogue of the Northern Illinois Normal is fresh from the Pal/lngraph 
press. The attendance shows an increase of about ten per cent over that of 
last year. The figures are as follows: N:ormal department, 436; model de-
partment, 229; total, 665 . This school has no preparatory department such 
as is found in the Southern Normal. There is always a class preparing for 
adm ission, but it is usually ~mall, and constitutes a part of one of the depart· 
ments of the model school, paying tuition. The catalogue is unusually full 
and explicit, and will ' be furnished upon applicatIOn to Prest. E . C. Hewett, 
Normal.--Macmillan & Co. have published a new "Classified Catalogue" 
of their educational publications, with a short account of their character and 
aim. It forms a neat and interesting volume fo~ teacher •. - , -It is stated that 
nearly the whole faculty of the East Tennessee University, at Knoxville, have 
been dismissed becau~e they were Northern men.--The vote cast in the 
state of We~t Virginia, Aug. 7, for the location 01 the state capital did not re-
sult in a choice, as no place received a majority. A second vote will be taken 
in Oct .. 1878. The competing points will be Clarksburg and Charleston.--
The New York World furnishes the following statement of the gifts to 
different American colleges during last year: Harvard received $52,375; 
Tnnity College, Hartford, Conn. (Episcopalian), $20,000; Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick, Maine (Congregational), $6,000; Hamilton College, Clinton, N. 
Y. (Presbytenan), $4,000; Wesleyan University, Delaware, OhiO (Methodist), 
$20,000; University of Virginia, $130,000; Washington and Lee, Lexing_ 
ton, Va., $-1-3,000; Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa. (under Episcopalian 
influence), the annual running expenses, from its founder, Asa Packer, $50,-
000; Tufts College, Medford, Mass. (Univer.alist), $40,000; Johnson Col-
lege, Quincy, Ill ., a new institution, $30,000; 'Vabash College, Crawfords_ 
ville, Ind. (Presbyterian), $128,000; Oberlin College, Ohio (Congregational),; 
$10,000; B"rea College, Kt!Dtucky, $10,000; Tabor College, Iowa, $50,000 
University of Pennsylvania, West Philadelphia, $50 ooo.--}lessrs. Taintor 
Brothers, Merrill & Co., of Boston, have done excellent service for the cause 
of music in the schools by publishing Tht SOllg Siunf, a collection of music 
arran~ed in one, two, three, and four parts. The work has been edited by 
Ellsworth C. Phelps and Leroy F. Lewis. While there aTl~ the usual, though 
almost superfluous elementary exercises for purposes of instruction (34 pages), 
the majority of the songs are of a higher. order than those .usually found in 
'school music book.. And- this IS a timely improvement, for within the last 
four or five years great advancement has been made in the standard of music 
10 the schools and the classical selections here found are sung as readily as 
the easier po~ular airs a few years ago. The book' contains 224 pages; a 
sample copy will be furnished for fifty cents.--The ex"aminations of colored 
applicants for positions as teachers in the public schools of St. Louis occurred 
Aug. 25. The candidates came from Oberlin, Washington, Cincinnati, and 
otbeI' points, and were successful. Among them was the colored orator, 
Prof. Langston, of Washington. --It is to be hoped that the report on L~tin 
pronuncialion in American Colleges, by Prof. W. G. Richardson, Latinist in 
Central University, Richmond, Ky., and about to be issued by the National 
Bureau of Education, Washington, may do something toward settling that 
vexed question.--Tltat lfusb·md of 1Ilille i~ so much talked about that re-
tlliation has set in and That Wife 0/ Mill( is to receive her share of the goS-
sip. Fifty.t\vo thouund people are runnin.:t abJut with Thtlt lltuballd 0/ 
MiI/t! under their arm.--The article on the Metric System of Wt:ights and 
l\Ieasures, in this number of the WEEKLY, was contributed by Prof. Melvil 
Dt:wey, Secretary of; he Americ:m Metric BJreau, BHton, who.e energy in 
bringing this subject before the public ii deservin~ of much commendation. 
lIe is always glad to affJrd any assistance in hi, power to tho<;e desinng to be-
come further acquainted with the subject, and ,,' ill attend promptly to any corres-
pondenc!! from teachers.--A most valuable serie. of articles on the le:yal re-
lations of the public school teacher to the district, the parent, and the "pupil, 
is commenceJ in this number of the WEEKLY, by C. M. WJotIruff, E iq. , of 
Detroit. These articles alone will insure a permanent value to the succe. sive 
numbers of the WEEKLY. They ~hould be careflllly pre.ervel by every 
reader.--A Grnded Tesl Sptller, by J . 1·1. Gilbert, PrincipJ.I, Public School 
No. II, Albany, N. Y., published by Robert S. Davis & Co., Boston, is a 
little book of IO~ pages c.)ntaining word; arunged anl numberetI in less:>n 
columns of 25 each, tho::re being two columns on a pl.ge. The word; seem 
to be carefully selected from those in common use, and are such a, are likely 
to be misspelled. Among the lists are five hundrd ge:>6rap~ic:\1 ' names, the 
orthography of which everyone should know. The book also contai!ls th irty-
three pages of graduated Test sentences for Analysis and Parsing. It is neat 
Iy gotten up, and in careful hands will prove a useful auxiliary in teaching 
the complex orthography of our very complex langllag". The book may be 
obtained of our friend, S. E. Beede, agent of the publi.;her..;, K~oku!,:, low.}. 
--Applicants for academic honors, or degrees, at Drown U'liversity, are 
hereafter to be required to offer essays or works in special departments, antI 
the degrees will be conferred by competent committees appointed hy the Col-
lege Corporation. This will do much to Invest the empty titles of A. M" D. 
D ., and LL. D . with positive significance.--A correspondent of the Chica-
go IlIla· Oaall recommends the use of the Latin genitive hI/jus to sup?ly the 
felt want of a common pronoun in the singlular number. Whereupon another 
correspondent improves lIpon the former by suggesting a wortl which bears 
a relationship in form and souHd to the pronouns now in use and is short and 
quite as easily and smoothly used in a spoken sentence as any of them. 11 i~, 
nominative t ; posJessive, ($ '; objective, till . HI! thinks that I!, tS, till would 
be a reasonable and natural modification of ill, his, ,him ; and that their adop-
tion, if it could be brought about, would be an advantage to the language. A 
single illustration is sufficient; "E who seeks es own happiness through 'min-
istering to the happiness of others wins for em~elf a surer satisfaction, in the 
love and gratitude of those who come in contact with cm."--
Prof. Hall, of the National Observatory at Washington announces the discov-
ery of two new satellites of Mars.--The Social Science Association will 
hold its general meeting for 1877 at Saratoga Springs, beginning Sept. 4th. 
In the "Jurisprudence Department" of the Educatiollal Section, on \Ved· 
nesday, Sept. 5, the following papers will be read: "Legal Education," by 
the Rev. Dr. Woolsey of New Haven; "The 'Work of American Law Schools 
and its Hindrances," by Prof. 'V. P. 'Veils of Michigm University; and on 
"Methods of StUdying Law," by Prof. James B. Thayer of Harvard Universi-
ty. On Thursday, Sept. 6, in this department, Prof. C. S. B.t1dwin of 'yale 
College will read a poem on "A Post· Graduate Cour:ie of Legal Study." 
The same dny, in the "Health Department" of the Educational Section, p~­
pels on "The Ventilation and Warmina of Schools" will he read by D. I. 
Lincoln, M. D., of Boston, Dr. 1-1. p~ Bowditch of Doston, and Dr. Frt!de-
ric Windsor of Winchester, Mass. The following day a pnper on ,. Health 
' and Study," by B. G. Northrop of New Haven, and one on "The Half 
Tin~ e System of Education," by D. F. Lincoln of Doston, will be read.--
Abraham Lincoln Smith entered the Newburg High School with clean. pa-
pers, while twenty-four girls and boys, all white, failed to pass the exanllna-
tion.--W. N. Aiken, of Newcastle was elt:cted President of the Pennsylva-
nia State Teachers' Association Aug: ,.--Keely, the motor man, explains 
his long silence by saying that he has' been engaged for over a year in the 
construstion of a machine weighing twenty tons, and costing $60,000, to gen-
erate the new force he claims to have discoverl!d. Mr. Keely's friends have 
sti1lthe greatest confidence in his ability to master all difficulties in his way-
--New music received from Oliver Dltson& Co.,Boston. Songs: "TheBirclie's 
Ball;" "1\Iy poor Heart is Sad with its Dreaming;" "Unrequited." For 
the ~iano: "Come my Love," a galop ; "Whispering Waves," by J. L. Frank; 
"Umque Galop," by Howard Cadmus. Also_ from the same publbhers : 
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THE QUALlFICA TIO~S OF SCHOOL OFFICERS. 
To TilE EDITOR OF TilE WEEKLY: 
IN the editorial column~ of the ~.vEEKLY for Aug. 2, a11usion was made to a subject that is deserving of more attention than it has yet received. It 
reveals one of the very weak points in our educational system, and it is this: 
that the management. of our schools is in the hands of men who are generally 
selec.ted on account of some other qualification than an intelligent comp.re-
hen~lon of educational matter.. Favoritism, political connection, brass, spite 
agamst some teacher, or even a passive consent to occnpy the place that no 
One else will take are too often the reason for being on a school board. 
. It is true that often members of these boards are skilled in some of the par-
ttculars essential to good management. One is a successful business man, 
another has a fine literary taste, sti ll another is interested in scientific study, 
but how many school boards are there co\Upetent by thorough and accurate 
~nowledge of the interests involved to place school supervision on an equal-
Ity with that exercised in other departments of industry? 
A teacher, no matter how excellent his work, is always liable from causes 
over which he has no control, and whicn often have no d irect relation to that. 
~o~k, to find himself suddenly turned adrift. The personal animosity of one 
IndiVidual, or the per. istency of a single ignoramus or hohhy rider has often 
severed the connection of a teacher with his school against the better judg- · 
ment of the entire community besides. 
In o~her employments thi~ is not the case. A skillfltl mechanic, if one 
man Will not employ him, finds enough who Will. A mer~hant may offend a 
~ustomer, but if he is courteous and sells honest go.ods at reasonable prices, he 
IS not under the necessity of closing out his stock at auction and moving f am 
the place. If a lawyer, by his integrity and ability, acquires a. large practice, 
the personal opposition of two or three clients cannot destroy It. 
But in this country there is really no such thing as independence in teach · 
er.: positions. The public school is essentially the only school, and the teach-
er IS entirely at the mercy of the public; al)d that public is, sometimes at 
least .. exceedingly fickle ahd unreasonable. Is it too much to a5k that some 
qUaltficatlons pertinent to the position should be required of school officers as 
well as of school teachers? GEO. BECK. 
PLATTEVILLE, Wis., Aug. 10.,1877. 
EDUCATION IN THE SOUTH. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: -- . 
I EXPECT to return to Memphis next week, when, with your permission, I shall take it upon myself to send you such information as will enable 
r ou to see both sides of the Southern question. Pardon me if I say, that until 
ast week, your remarks upon that subject have been "one ·sided," the fault 
no douht of your sources of information. All the "cons" have been furnished 
rou, and none 01 the "pros." The South, as far as her means permit, is do .. 
~~n~vhel1 for the colored part of her population. I have been in Ohio. now six 
if not ~ and my observation here goe; to prove -that the colored m lI\ IS as well 
ible ~tter off there than here. He holds important offices and fills respons-
nece~OSItIOllS sometimes in the South , as I can prove by furnishing names, if 
provi~adr I know of no such cases here. They hav~ their own school~, 
ous th~' :001 the public funtl, their accommodations ample and com~odl­tio~ of t~ eachers as well paid as our OWIl, and all under the care and dlrec 
e same school officer.. They. are not admitted into the whi~e schools 
-true; neither .are they in .Columbus and Cincinnati, two boasted education-
a~ centers. N.atlons do ~ot out·grow prejudices in a day, any more than indi-
ylduals: In lime, all wI~1 be \~~ll. Memphi. is doing all she can, and she is 
m nowise ahead ot her sIster cltles. 
Respectfully yours, 
CLARA CONWAY. 
Wo.RTHINGTo.N, ·O., Aug. 17, '77~ 
THE DIRECTION OF A FALLING BODY. 
To. THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY : 
IN the very interesting paper by Prof. Easterdiy, published in your issue of July 26, there is a statement that requires qualification, as it might lead 
students ast ray. 
. Th~ author says .that "a ball descendinl; fr0!ll the summit of a high tower 
IOva~lably falls a htlle to the east of a vertlcal !tne drawn through its point of 
start mg." And that "if the height be 235 feet, the deviation to the east 01 the 
vertical will be one-third of an inch." It should be stated here that the dis-
tance the ball will fall east of the vertical will depend ill part upon the lati-
tude of the place where the experiment is made. 
If II represent the height of the tower, A the top and B the foot of the 
tower, the difference between the velocities of A and B per second, can easily 
b h b 2mr cos L h L . e s own to e b ,were =latltude of the tower and b=number of 
seconds in a sidereal dny=S6,164 seconds. And, from the law of falling bod-
II 
ies we have tl=ig in which g=32.18, and t represents the time occupied by 
the ball in f:tlling. Hence, supposing the latitude to be 40.°, we have 
470. X 3.14'59 X .766044 ~ 235 . 
86164 X -6-=0..0.50.14ft·=iofanlllch. If we take cos 1·09 -
L= I, we get for the dist:tnce the ball would fall in advance of the vertical al 
tlu eqllator, t I)f :tn inch. J. E. HENDRICKS. 
DES MOINES, IOWA: July 30, 1877. 
THE MORALS OF SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 
T o THE EDlTo.R o.F THE 'WEEKLY: 
SOME time in the columns of the WEEKLY, I hope you ' will discus~ the ' moral and legal phases of the oath under which superintendents and 
members of school bo:trds :tre supposed to act. Really what oath do they 
take~and. to wh:,t penalt~es does a viol:ttion of it subject them? I am told 
that III their offiCial capacity, they may say what they please against their · 
employes-the law gives no redress. 
It s.eems to me that we are all asleep as to the moral. of our school officers, 
~alomsts, brewers, drunkards, are found upon our school boards, to say noth-
IIlg of those who can scarcely read or writf being empowered by law to re-
fuse resp:ctably educated persons the pr;vilege of teaching. 
Profamty and slang are frequently heard from our superintendents and 
presidents of school boards and Itlle/urs. Janitors who are drunk half tlieir 
time, and always profane, are sent into the schools to set a vicious example 
before the pupils, and in several instances in this city their report adverse to 
teachers, has resulted in the dismissal of the teachers. ' 
M.A. 
DETROIT, MICH, Aug. 16,1877. 
QUERIES AND ANSWERS. 
ANSWERS. 
The "nswers are numbered to correspond with tbe queries whicb bave preceded. 
31 . The only part of the prohlem at all difficult is to find the number of 
rods round the field. The following we think is approximately correct. 
120. X 160 -6 =3200 ; \'mo= S6·S6+; S6·S6X2=II3·12=width in rods; 
S6.S6X3=169.68= length in rods; hence 4S2.48+ rods = distance round -
the field, and at $2 a rod $904.96 = approximate cost. 
32. "Let hilll be a soldier." 
"Him" is a per.onnl pronoun, etc., objective ca<;e, and is the subject of the 
infinitive (t~) b;. "Be:' i,~ ~ :verb in t~e i.nfinitive mood. and depend,; on the 
pronoun ':hl.m:' "Soldier IS III the objective case; being in the predicate af-
ter "be," It IS 10 the same case as "him," the subject of "be." 
3~ . 'If there are 3600 ill every circle, it follows that, as the circumferences 
of Circles may be great or small, the lellgth of a degree varies. As the dis-
tance round the earth increases from Cancer to the equator and decreases 
from CllOcer to the north pole, it follows that the length of the degrees is af-
fected by the same law of increase and decrease. 
34. (I) I think was should be is-a very common error. (2) "Ha'll~ ~ack 
ils," etc., should be "HilS MCIt its," etc. J. M. MAXWELL. 
LoUISVILLE, Ky., Aug 23,1877. 
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STATE DEPARTMENTS. 
EDITORS: 
California: JEANNE C. CAI<R, Deputy Slale Supt. Public Inst., Sacramento. 
Colorado: Hori. J . C. SHAl'l'UCK, S,ate Supt. Public Instruc,ion, Denver. 
i()'UJa: J.M. DBARMOND, rrincipal Grammar School NO . 5, Davenport. 
illinois : Prof. JOHN W. COOK, Illinois Normal Univen.ity, Normal. 
lJ1icki/{an: Prof. LEWIS McLourH, Sta,e Normal School, Ypsilanti. 
Indian,,: J . B. ROBERTS, Principal HIJ:h School, Indianapolis . 
Wisconsin: J. Q. EMERV, Supt. Public Schools, Fort Atkinson. 
Minnesota: O. V. TOU.LEV, Sup,. Public Schools, Minneapolis. 
Dakota: W . M . BRISTOLL, Supt. Public Schools, Yankton. 
OMo: R . W. STliVBNSON, Supt. Public Schools, Columbus. 
Nebraska: Prof. C. B. PALMBR, State University,Lincoln. 
Etlucatlonal New~Ho"te and For,irn: HHNRY A. FORD, Kalamazoo, :Mlchigan. 
Tlu East-Prof. EDWAItD JOHNSON, Lynn, M ... sachusetts. 
CHICA(JO, A UCUST 30, I877. 
Iowa. 
STATE Supt. von Crell n's lecture-"Practical Life and the Schools"-has been well received in the different parts of the state where it has been 
, delivered.--Speaking of public school expositions, an exchange asks why 
it would not be a fine idea for our public schools to have a department in our 
county fairs.--Prof. D. S. Wright, of the Iowa State Normal School, is 
preparing a large grammatical chart.--Mr. Robt. J. Burdette's new book is 
.Ieceiving high recommendations from all ' parts of the state . . It is full of 
bright sayings, sketches, and jottings, which must place irs author among the 
best humorists of the country.--President Welch, of the Agricultural Col· 
lege, is back again at his post, much improved in health amI strength.--
The following were the graduates of the Iowa State Normal School: Misses 
Mary Flagler, Ada B. Coates, Eva N. Donahue, and-Mr. D. K. Bond. They 
received the degree of Bachelvr of Elementary Didactics. The committee of 
examinations consisted of Profs. Gilchrist , Elden,Eldridge,and Arey,and Supt. 
J.. W. Johnson; of Oska!oosa.--The University has had reprinted the old 
catalogue, circulars, reports, etc., from September 1855 to June 1860. The 
only copies of many of those valuable documents were in the library pf Prof. 
T. S. Parvin, who is the editor of the reprint. The work is well done, and 
will prove a valuable addition to the hi.torical matter of the Univer.ity. Oilly 
500 copies were printed.--Mr. W. R. Smith, of Davenport,has just issued a 
~ext.book on En~lish Phonology.--Mr. J . F. Thompson, Supt. of Clayton 
county, will take charge of the Elkader schools.--Prof. J. Campbell tllkes 
charge of the Keokuk High SchooI.--Miss P. W. Sudlow. the deservedly 
popular city supt. of the Davenport schools, has been reelected. This is 
nothing less than due honor to real merit. We look for another year of real 
efficient school work. 
Michigan·, 
THE first state institute under the new law was held at Evart, Osceola county, Au.,ust 13' 17. Prof. McLouth was conductor of the institute; Prof. 
Corbin. of Pontiac, was chief assistant, and Prof. Smith, of Saginaw, editor 
of the Musical Department of the WEEKLY. attended two days as lecturer 
and instructor in vocal music. Prof. Corbin lectured on anthmetic, gram· 
mar, civil government, and the school laws of Michigan. Superintendent 
Tarbell gave a public lecture on Thursday evening upon "Public Opinion" 
in its influence upoil the schuol, and of all utterallces we have ever hea rd 
from the department in Michigan it was the most practical and earnest, wi~h. 
out any attempt at oratorical display. Prof. Tarbell told the people and the 
teachers wherein our schools and our school system are deficient, and with a 
spIrit that evidently "meant business" showed them how a wise public opin. 
ion could do much toward remedying these evils As the first public utter· 
ance of Prof. Tarbell, as Superintendent of the schools of 1\1 ichigan, this ad· 
dress was significant and very promising of good. He evidently means as 
far as possible to bring to bear upon the schools of the state, especiaily the 
rural schools, where there is most need, the same close supervision, the 
same, or similar methods, and the same systematic effort which have marked 
him as one of the most efficient and successful superintendents of city schools 
in· the West. His is evidently to be a new l'egi11le, and if the ·pe. pIe of the 
state are wise enough to support him in his intended reforms, as,we (eel sure, 
alI the leading teachers of the state will do. Prof. Tarbell's superintendency is to 
be the beginning of a new and better era. The central State Institute at Lan· 
sing begins on the 20th ~vith every prospect of success, and the new Superin· 
tendent is busy maturing his plan for the fall series, many of which are al-
ready appoint.ed.. The new law promises to increase greatly , the efficiency 
and extent of institute work. At Evart, a small lumbering town in one of 
the. new .and sparsely settled counties, thirty-four teachers were enrolled, and 
the people of the town manifested an unusual and very encouraging interest 
in . educational work, as evinced by their attendance, almo't Ut wasst, l:p3n 
the day and evening 'exercises of the instItute. Township Superin-
tendent Lumher manifested unparalleled . zeal and interest, and co~­
tributed much to the success of the Institute.--The great Um-
versity Laboratory suit has been in process of trial for two or 
three weeks before circuit Judge Huntington at Ann Arbor, and now the peo-
ple are waiting anXIously and with much interest for the decision of the 
court.- · -Prof. E. Miller, of Grass Lake, was recently married to Miss Ella 
Loughead, of Ypsilanti, both graduates of the Nurmal. Mrs. Miller is to be 
not only a helpmeet, but also an a<,sistant in the school. Prof. J . R. Miller, of 
Manche, ter. has also recently taken unto him.elf a "better half." Much joy, 
says the \VEEKLY, to all parties concerned.--Prof. Owen, for the last year 
Principal of the East S:tginaw High School, and for some time previ.ous 
Principal of the Raisin Valley Seminary, has been chosen to take charge of 
the public schools of Lapeer.--The junior Exhibition of the Agricultural 
College takes place August 28.--0n August 6, Dr. Sager died at Ann Ar· 
bor. Since 1842 down to 1875, when his declining health compefleda resig-
nation, Dr. Sager has been a proressor in the State University, for many 
years last past in the Medical Department.--The examInations for admis-
sion to Albion College will be held Sept. 12, and the term begins Sept. 13.-
-0. H . Carus, of Evart, has just finished a four months' term of school 
teachmg at Coleman, being the only teacher who ha~ ever held out to teach a 
full term at that place, and though . he came out conqueror, his experience 
has been a hard one. Knowing the kind he had to deal with, he governed 
affairs accordingly, and three month. passed without any serious outbreak. 
The "big boys" who were in the habit of "running things" thought that some-
thing must be done or their reputation would suffer, and one morning the 
teacher found them at the school house armed with clubs. When school 
called they refused to obey, dtclared their intentIOns. The nearest was soon 
sprawling in the snow disarmed of his cIuo, ditto several others, and the 
only remaining unconquered one fled for the woods pursued by the teac.her, 
who lost his slippers in the deep snow, but the race was continued in his 
stockings, the fugitive overtaken and marched back at the point of a sharp 
stick . This quelled the disturbance, and the remainder of the term ,,:a~ com-
paratively quiet.-Farwefl R~gister. Mr. Carus is an old .N.ormahte, and 
seems to be doing efficient .work on the frontier as a mIssionary school-
master. 
Minnesota, 
WE have received from Mr. Samuer F . Cale, Principal of t~e Sauk Cen· ter Union School, his report for the schoo~ year endIng June 29, 
1877. As he has secured some remarkable results 111 the matter of prompt-
ness of attendance, we submit the following suml~ary of monthly reports for 
the year: "The attendance of the whole schoC'1 IS almost perfect. fhe ~ol­
low ina is a summary of the monthly reports: 'V hole nu~her enrolled during 
year 322' average number of members, 222; average .dally attendance, 21 7; 
per ~ent ~f attendance, 98; number neither late nor ab~ent: 164; number cases 
of tardiness, 18; days of absence, 541; number of VISitor" 1,17$' Ta.rdIncss 
is .considered a disgrace, and very few cases have .occurred.. C!f the eighteen 
cases seven were from pupils who came recently Into the dIstrict and had not 
caught the 'spirit of promptness.' I think no pupil has been tardy twice 
during the year. In the higher department there' has not been a case of tar-
diness." What Mr. Cole says concernIng ventilation is so sensible and instruct-
ive that we transfer his remarks to the columns of the WEEKLY for the bene-
fit of our readers in the country schools. The plan of ventilation described 
is simple, philosophical, and effective, and withal so cheap that no school dis· 
trict in the country can have an excuse for po~soningits pupils with foul air .. "~'he 
finest feature of this complete school house IS it~ thorough system of ventIlatIon. 
The fresh air is admitted through pipe~ under the f100rs from the outSIde and 
is received under the stoves, and by means of galvanized iron jackets, en-
closing the stoves, is carried up around them and allowed to escap~ at the 
end's, thus warming it hefore it is admitted into the roolll. Then agaIn upon 
the principle that the more poisonous gasses settle to the .f1oor, the ~oul .and 
cold air of the room is , ~rawn off by means of lock regl. ters open.lIlg Into 
ducts under the floor, connecling with the ventilating shaft~. 1 here are 
three principal ventilat-inct shafts In the huilding, through whtch a constant 
draft is caused by the he~t created by the smoke stacks into which the st?v:-
pipes enter and pass up to the top of the chimney. The supply of cold aIr IS 
regulated or shut off entirely by mean~ 1 of gates which are under the control 
of the teachers. It is calcufated that the air in the r· ,oms is changed once in 
ev'ery 25 or 30 minutes. For the regulation of the temperature each room is 
provided with a register opening into the ventilating bhalt near the c~ihng, 
thus avoiding the necessity of opening the windows. The con,tant circula-
tion of air obtained by this system of ventilation gives a uniform temperature 
in all parts of the room, and admits of placing the stoves in the farthest cor-
ner from the chimney, without injury to the pupils by producing too great 
heat over their heads. So admirably does this system of ventilatiun \\ o rk 
that with one stove, _and with the thermomeler 34 degrees below zero the 
grammar room 28x44 was made comfortable il2 two hours a'nd fifteen minutes ' 
-this being on Monday murning with no warmth of a previolls day to aid II' 
warming the room. I know of no system of ventilation so perfect and inex-
pensive as this. Every district school house should be heated and. ventilated 
in this way: No sickness can be traced to the school room; even the head· 
aches, so common in almost all school rODIns, have scarct:ly been heard of 
during tpe year." , 
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Illinois. 
THOMAS R. LEAL, of Urbana, will be an independent candidate for the office of County Supt. of Schools.--Galesbllrg levies a tax of $16,000 for school purposes this year. For the last two yea~s the annual levy has 
been $30,000.--11. 1'. Roberts is st ill principal of the Wataga schools. 
--J. L. Plckard, .of Chicago, lectured in ~hampaign Aug. '7, on the mod i-
. fications necessary IIrour methods of educatIOn, III order to make them con-
form to the new relations which. people bear to labor. The relation which 
the study of the natural sciences bears to the demands npon the man of 
to· day were clearly shown. T~e lecture was excellent and ~nstructive.-­
D. H. Armstrong has been nomlllated by the Repubhcans of l'ord County as 
cauciidate for the office of County Supt.--The levy for scho..,l purposes lor 
this year for the Jerseyvi lle schools will aggregate $11,000, the same. as here-
tofore. This is 10 meet $6,600 current expenses; $2,500 bonds falhng due, 
and $1,200 interest on bunds. The ~lllire debt of this district is a~out $13,000. 
--The Champaign County J.nslltute cl?sed ~ four weeks' sessIOn Aug. 24· 
Resolutions were p.lssed requesting the Superintendent to secure the same 
teachers for the next annual institute; also, a resolution endorsing the official 
managefJ.ent or Superintendent Wilson, in ~he highest terms, and declaring 'it 
to be the opinion of the tea:~erslhat the best 1I1~ere'ts ~f the schools w~ll be s l~ b. 
served by his rd:lection. I he 1Il,1I,tute was .1I1 terestlllg and 1I1strucllve. Su-
perintendent Wibon is devoting ~lmself asslduou~ly and IIllel!tgently to the 
Improvement of the schools of hiS ??unty. He IS able to show marked ad· 
vance within the last four years.---l he Ottawa Free Trader, o( recent date, 
has th~ following: "It was good for sore eyes to see Prof. Thomas H. Clark 
on the streets of Ottawa and at the Old Settlers' picnic. And he must have 
been pleased to see all hIS old pupIls flock around him as the~ did on,;rhurs-
day-the announcement whispered among them, "Mr. Clark IS here! send· 
ing many to hunt him up. He is very, gray, but his old delightful way~ hang 
round hill} still and the same cheenng smtles enCircle Ius face as ot yore. 
For many a young settler the Old Settl~~s' picnics are very ,tam~ affairs il his 
face is not seen in the great crowd. --J. N . Dewell IS pnnclpal of the 
Litchfield schools, and 'vV. M. Crichton, of the Nokomis schools.--l here 
is a quarrel in Litchfield between the School Inspectors and the Common 
Council. Each body claims control of the schools. The Council has taken 
possession, and proposes to run them.--Mr. Hates~ princi~al of the Nepon-
- set schools, is rfemployed for next year.--A bnef InsUlute was held at 
Hennepin, Aug. 14 and IS. The exercises were c~nducted by E . q. 13rown, 
of 13ureau Junction; Prof. Kingsbury, of Hennep111; Prof. Harnngton, of 
Fiskilwa; A. B. Sill, of Hennepin; W. W. Stetson, of Henry, and Nliss 
Ella De Voe, of Hennepin. Addresses were delivered by Mr. H.arrington, 
M,r. ~tel~on, and the >,:)uperintendent, Mr. Seaton.--~. ~i . Rob1l1son con-
tinues in charge of the Arlington schools.--Z, S. Hills ,IS pr~nclpal o~ the 
Ohio, Bureau County schools.--C. M. Taylor, of DanVIlle, IS a candidate 
for Superintendent of Schools, subject to the decision of Ihe H.epublican ~on­
vention.--Danville has a new school house almost ready for occllpal1on. 
--The Clark County InstilUte of this year was the be, t ever held there. 
- _-C. A. ~ingletary continues at the head of the Collinsville schools.--
The alumni of Ihe Aurora High School issue an annual. Volume 2, number 
2, is just received. It is a very neat little folio and keeps the fact before the 
people of Aurora that their graduates form an important element in the civil-
izing Jorces at work in Iheir city. 
How TO STIMULATE PUPILS TO READ,-One way to stimulate pupils to read 
is thl" : Every F riday al tcrnuon, in connectioll With other literary exercises, 
call upon each scholar to tell to the schoul something that will be worth li,ten-
ing to and remembering. 1~ this .way', a skillful. teacher will soon have a 
reading school. And what IS r"atl III thIS ,way Will be remembered, as we al-
ways remember what we ,read to tell to somebody e,lse. This exercise has 
nearly all the arguments 111 1IS favor that can be used III behalf of declamation 
or r"citation, and sume important additional ones. It encourages general 
reading, and it gives pupils practice in expressing thoughts ill tlteir own 
la/lguaK~; two very important puints. A teacher call not spend a part of his 
time more pro:itably thall in stimulating his pupils to read. A young man 
who makes good books his friends ,and compamons, is on the high road to 
general intelligence, and is in Iitue danger from the allurements of vice.-Ex. 
The McLean County Teachers' institute, held at the \Vesleyan University, 
terminated Its three weeks' se-sion Aug. 24. The work done was of a most 
thorough and careful character! and Will be felt in the common schools of the 
county 111 the year to come. 'fhe following resulutiolls we~e unanimously 
' adopt"d by the members of the 111stiLute: WHEKEAS, \Ve, . the teacher, 01 
the McLeilll County TeaCHers' Institute, recognizing the nece,sity of a higher 
standanJ in man's moral, mental, and social nature, and the relations that ' he 
su,tains tu the wurld in which he hves and moves, therefurt: be it Resolv~d, 
That.through the educational instllutions (public and pnvate), national, state 
and county teachers' ilbtitute ;, we recoglllze these as the in:itrumentaliti<:s by 
which man is made more ennobling, mort: appreciative, and 1II0re in ac-
cordance with the ommSClellce of the Crealive WIsdom. Resolved That the 
principles ~hich have ?een taught to us during the three week~ past shall 
find an a,~ldll1g place HI the hearts and minds ul our pupIls and ourselves. 
Reso/v~d, I hat we apprecI:J.te the IIltegnty, zeal, talent, tact, and courtesy of 
our wunhy Snpefllltt:lI<iellt, \Vm. It. Sl1Illh, in all our as,ociations and deal-
, ings with him. R~solve", Th.ll we recugnize in Profs. DeMotte, Jess, (jast-
man, Yoeler, and Carter, gentlemen 01 erudite atlainments and COUrlt:ous de. 
meanor, and return to them our sincere thank. for ,theIr zealous, instructive, 
and efficient labors in our behalf. Ruolv~d, That we tender to the trustees 
of the \Vesleyan Univer';'ity our thanks for the use of their ~pacious and pleas 
ant building. Res(>lved, That we , tender thanks to the different gentlemen 
who have contributed so highly and instructively to us an various occasions. 
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions b;! presented to the daily and week-
ly papers of Bloomington, and THE EDUCATIONAL ~VEEKLY. 
MR. H. T. HAZEL, 
MISS KATE DUKE, 
MISS Lu PACKARD, 
MISS F. I. LOEHR, 
MISS NELLIE 1\1. FUNK, 
MR. MARCUS GERIUCK, 
MR. E. C. SCOVEL, 
Gommittee. 
A LETTER FROM WASHINGTON TERRITORY. 
THE Washington Teachers' Institute was held last week at Seattle, one of our thriving cities on Puget Sound, and we are sure those interested in 
educational affairs will be pleased to hear of our progress. The meeting was 
well attended and a lively interest manifested. Our Chairman, Hon. J. P. 
Judson, the Territoria! Superintendent, a leading lawyer of the Ter:itory, 
Mayor of Olympia, and genial and !tberal minded as well, presided through-
out the session, and did much to make it a success. He presented the draft 
of a new school law, which, at the conclusion of the second reading, was re-
ferred to a committee of five witp instructions to examine and prepare for 
publIcation on or before the first day of September next. To prove to you 
that we are keeping up to the times and getting aheao. of some of the conserv~ 
ative states allow me to quote from our draft :-uAny woman of the age of ' 
twenty-one years and over shall be entitle~ to vote at all school meetings, and 
to vote upon any and all matters relating to the common schools of this terri-
tory; and any woman of the age of twenty-one years and over shall be 
eligible to any office within this act, anything in the statutes to the ,contrary 
notwithstilnding." Also one of the resolutions submitted by the committee, 
-"Ruolved, that it is the sense of this Institute that women teachers are en-
titled to the same remuneration as that paid to men for like servIces; and 
that any discriminations in this respect, on account of sex, are unjust and un-
worthy the age in which we live." We had al1lmated discussions upon va-
rious topics; some excellent music, essays, and method lessons. The Institute 
adjourned to -meet in Olympia in October, at which time members intend to 
interest themselves somewhat in the passage of the schoollaw' which will be 
recommended to our Legislature. We expect to accomplish some good insti-
tute work, as we have teachers wide. awake, ready for action. The Olympia , 
, Union Academy will be in seSSIOn, where the Principal, Prof. M. G. Royal, a 
young man who has inherited the love and talent for teaching, assisted by the 
und~rsigned, will be glad to show to the institute our method of teaching, and 
the beglllnings of what we expect to make a '!Model School." 
Our educational matters are looking up, and so are our financial interests. 
The uusmess men 01 Olympia and vicinity have determined to build a branch 
railroad fifteen miles, which will connect with the North Pacific Road. Work 
has commenced in earnest, and it may be interesting to your readers in gen: 
eralto learn about the grand rally in picnic style on Commencement day. The 
announcement appeared in the Daily that work would begin on the .grade, 
and· that volunteer lahor would be most acceptable upon a staled day. At the 
appoi , ted time, early in the morning, bells were rung, the brass band 
marched through the streets making enlive~ing music, and men and women 
and children raiLed to the call. Express wagons gathered up passengers 
with heavy lunch baskets ; men and women on horse-back, in buggies, and 
wagons; men anti boys on foot, carrying shovels and mattocks, wended Iheir 
way to the fidd of action some two miles distant. Profe;sional and nun-pro-
fessional men worked sid~hy sid"during the day. (jray haired men seemed 
sprightly and as efficient as the younger ones. A bountiful dinner was sup· 
plied by the ladies, whIch was sJ;read in mo;t lempting style upon the gret:n 
lawn. At nOon the hungry t\:trung poured in eager-fur the hot colfee and 
savory viands. After dmnert for a short space of time, good nature and so-
ciability overflowed, and as frends met it was often remarked, "Everybody is 
'h"re.' One lady replied, "No, my husband rt:maineJ to watch the town, in 
case of fires." The men sonn resumed work, and the women walked along 
the. line busily, ~ngaged in breaking ground. Many gallantly relinquished 
their shovels, glV1l1g us the honor of havmg a hand in Ihe good work. Boys 
were busy carrying pure mountain dew to the thirsty men'. Men of sedentary 
~abits found that under the inspiration of excitement they were able to do con-
i>lderable muscular labor, and showed pluck notwithstanding blistered hands, 
side ache, and back ache. This is a novel way of building, a rail road, but, 
" Where there IS a will there is a way;" and the way is to will to help one's 
self, and not stand idle expecting help from others. ' 
Olympia has s\lffert:d considerably on accoullt of the non-fulfillment of the 
contract on th~ part of the Northern Pacific Rail Road. The com'pany accep-
ted the proposlllon of our people and publicly announced thei r determinatiun 
to make thIS the terminus of their road. Depending upon the reliability of 
the company, many of our capitalists crippled themselves by enlarging busi. 
ness operations ami buying real estate, anti when the large donations of lands 
which had been deeded ,to the company were thr<)wn back on their hands for 
which ~here has been no sale, a. foreign capital IUS intended only for It:r. 
mlllUS propeny, stagnation ensued, and. "land poor" has been the result. 
Hut pru,pc:cts are Imghter fgr the future, our railroad is being built, our 
~l1ling intere,ts ar.e being developed, ~e are sending lumber, spar_, and ship 
tImber to the eastern states, a vessel satled recently. for Bath, Maine, with, a 
, i 
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large cargo, and the wheat crop of this territory was never larger or better 
than it IS this year. 
Immigrants are being attracted to this country, wh.ere failure of cr?ps w~ 
never known, where water is excellent and plen~lful, where the climate I. 
healthful, winters mild and short, and where we enJoy the grandest scenery 
in the world, according to the testimony of many who have traveled abroad. 
P. C. ):fALE. 
Sl'JUSGSIDE, OLYMl'IA, W. T. 
THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF EDUCATION. 
By an oversight ~f the proof reader the second and third of the fol.1owing resolutions were omitted in our report of the Committee on National 
Bureau of Education last week. We therefore publish them in full this week, 
also the supplemental statement of Supt. Wilson, which will be found in an-
other place, and which was a supplement to the main report made by the 
Committee. 
R~solv(d, That the National Educational Association hereby reaffirms . its 
profound conviction (If the great value of the National Bureau of Educauon 
as an agency for collecting, collating, and diffusing that information whi.:h is 
a vital necessity to the welfare and progress of schools and school systems 
under a government of the people, for the people, and. by the pe?ple. . 
Reso/v!d, That we urge upon Congress the imp.eralive necessity of making 
adequate and liberal pecuniary provision for the support of the Bureau, and 
for the preparation, publication, and distribution of its invaluable reports, ci~cu­
lllrs of information rnd such olher documents as are constantly lind unceasing-
ly demanded by the great army of educational workers 'throughout our ex-
tended country. . • 
Resolved, That we believe a permanent building of suitable proportions 
and arrangements for the accommodation of an adequate clerical force, for 
the preservation of the rapidly increasing professional library, and for the 
reception and classification of the generous donations already made and t~ be 
made by foreign countries, as well as by our own people, to the pedagogical 
museum is a prime necessity, and that speedy provision for the same ought to 
be made by our national authorities. . 
R~fO/v~cI, That the Association also hereby reaffirms its cordial approval of 
the measurers which have been pending before Congress for s~v«:ral years, ?r 
some proper modification of the same involving the general pr)nclples of said 
measures, providing for the permanent investment of the proceeds . of the 
5:lles of the public lands annually accruing, as a national fund, the Income 
from which shall be apportioned among the several ~tates,. un.der . the super-
vision of the Bureau of Education, upon a proper basIS of dlstnhulion, for the 
benefit of common school.;, normal eclucation, and the more complete en.dow-
ment and support of the industrial and techmcal colleges already established 
in the several states under the act of Congress approved July, 11:162. _ . 
Reso/v~d, That a committee of five, consisting of the PresIdent and ~resl' 
dent elect of this Association, President Bowman, of Kentu.cky, Mr. 'Ylcker. 
~ham, of Pennsylvania, and Prof. lIogg, of Texas, be appOinted to walt upon 
. the President of the UnIted States at the earliest practicable date, ~o by be· 
fore him the views of the Association upon the subje~t m.atter of thl~ report, 
lind .request his fa.vorable consideration of the same In hIS forthcoming meso 
sage. . . 
}.'tsolved That a committee of fifteen members of the ASSOCIatIOn be ap· 
pointed' by 'the President thereuf to act in conjunction with the ~ommittees of 
similar bodies. and in cooperation with the department o~ Supenntendence at 
its winter meeting, with instructions to prepare a. memonal. to. Congress em· 
bodying' the views herein expressed, and urging such legIslatIon as shall be 
substantially' in harmony therewith. 
All of which is respectfully submitted. 
WILLIAM F. PHELPS, of \Visconsin, 
J. P. WICKERSHA~!, of Pennsylvania, 
JOHN HA:\COCK, of Ohio. 
S. H. WHITE, of Illinois, 
J. ORMOND> WlLSON, of Washington, 
. Committee. 
IOWA INSTlTUTE NOTES. 
MR. A. H. PORTER, nient for , the WEEKLY, who is traveling through Iowa, sends us the following 1I0tes: , 
-At Davenport 1 found Supt. Clemmer with 130 teachers; instructors were 
Profs. Young, DeArmond, alld Bowman. Supt. Sudlow was often present. 
-At Burlington 100 teachers; the last man was imported from Monmouth, 
Ill., in order to make an even "CentenniaL" Prof. E. Baker was conductor, 
ably assisted by Miss Maggie Ray and Prof. Samson. Supt. Burrus has 
labored with persevering energy and zeal to make the institute work popular 
Ilnd deemed a necessity by the teachers of his county. 
-At Mt. Pleasant, Supt. Palm has recently been appointed to fill vacancy 
occasioned by the death 01 Prof: Howe. His labor is well received. The 
estimated attendance reported is 150. Mr. Winans is conductor, assisted by 
Prof. Howe Jr., and others. l\It. Pleasant is the seat of an Insane Asylum. 
The schools are excellent. 
-At Des Moines, about 200 teachers were marshaleg by Supt. Hughes. 
PrJf. Thompson conducts with much ability; he is ably assisted in his labors 
by Profs. Smllh, Dixon, and Bassett; Prof. Osias has a responsible part of the 
1)'ork. The aUendance was irregular. Prof. Smith left at the end of the sec. 
; 
ond week to take charge of the Winterset Institute. Dixon and Osias go to 
Ft. Dodge in the prosecution of this work. We took a little trip to Winter· 
set and received a hearty welcome from Supt. Hardy and his teachers . . (iood 
humor everywhere abounded. Our short stay was profitable as well as pleas· 
ant. Prof. Zeller and the beautiful court house made a lasting impression of 
the high character of the work done by the county and in the public schools. 
45 new subscriptions for the WEEKLY. . 
-At Atlantic Prof. G. S. Wedgwoocl met us with open arms. The tn· 
stitute had closed, but we had the pleasure of meeting Supt. Disbrow with a 
few of his teachers in examination, which usually comes at the close of n~r. 
mal institutes. 96 teachers were enrolled. The teachers of Lewi~ believe I~ 
taking an educational journal. Owing to circumstances a club of only 19 
subscribers was secured for the WEEKLY in this place. 
-Prof. Wedgwood accompanied us as far as Council Bluffs, where we met 
Supt. Childs, of Pottowattal1)ie county; Prof. "V. M. Colby, of Avoca; ' Prof. 
J. D. Hornby, of Magnolia, conductor of the normal institute; 161 teacher3 
enrolled. Prof. Hornby has a good method of teach~ng through the use of 
charts of his own manufacture. An accident occurred the first week, 
which cast a feeling of sadness over all. Miss Mollie Woods, one 
of the teachers, fell from the second story window, a distance of 
21 feet, and sustained serious injuries. It is. hop~d that she may. re: 
cover. Prof. \V. H. Hatch, from Indianapohs HIgh School, arrived 
on Tuesday, and was introduced to the institute as Supt. of Council 1$Iuffs 
City Schools. Mr. Hatch made a modest little speech. 
-A delegation of twelve teachers visited Omaha on' Saturday, Aug. n, and 
were formally received at the office of . the Supt. of City Schools, by Prof. 
Beals. Mr: Beals reported 45 teachers employed in their schools. A fine 
view of the country and city can be taken from the cupola of the High School 
building. 
-At Logan we met, at the new court house room, Supt. Rogers with about 
140 teachers. No better class of teachers have we seen in the state than were 
here assembled. An expression was taken in order to find how many wer~ 
subscribers to an educational paper. About 40 responded. Prof. J. \Vernh, 
of LeMars, has charge of the Institute. . He is an ab.1e teacher and a good 
conductor. Dr. McLeod has charge of history and physiology. 
-At Onawa, about 70 teachers were asselT1bled. Prof. C. P. Rogers, of 
Marshalltown leads ili the work. Misses Tupper and Gillett assist. The C;az~II(, publi~hed daily for the .teachers, is an e.vidence of enterprise. \Ve 
stopped at Council Bluffs on Sunday, and took tnto our confidence Prof. J. 
Piller of ChicafTo. We journeyed together to Glenwood, where we were cor. 
dially met by "'G. S. Wedgwooa and Supt. F: E. Stevens. On .Monday 
morning was presented to us one of the best Inslltutes w~ have seen In Iowa. 
The educational work I1fts received a new impetus ever slllce the present ad. 
ministration has had charge. Supt. Stevens' earnest appeals to. hIS teachers 
through the press and other means, available .to. the progre~slve educator, 
have been productive of rich .re~ult~ . 4? subscnptlOns were secured for THE 
EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY at thIS Inslllute 1Il hv? dJys. . . 
-At Red Oak we had the pleasure of meetn'g 13ro. J. DaldwlIl! the .hlg?ly 
teemed President of the Kirksville Normal School. Prest. B. IS dehvenng 
f:ctures upon "School Management" befor.e institutes throll~hout the ~tate so lar 
as he is able to meet them. 'Y. P. Pattison IS an old veteran mthe chalrof coun· 
ty superintendent of schools, which p()siti~n he fills vuy acceptably. Prof • 
Haight, of Alton, 111., assisted ?y Profs. DaVIS and l'Iloore, had charge of the 
institute work; 112 names regIstered. 
-At Corning in AdamsCounty, we met Supt. W. W. Roberts and Prof. 
Gilson, who had in charge the usual work oC the season among pedagogues. 
Prof. G. IS 'ecently frum Fairfield public schools. The people of Adams 
County have good reasons to feel furtunate over the accession of this gentle. 
man uf culture, ability, and experience tu the teaching force of this n:w sec· 
tion of the state; 110 names registered . We met here Prof. C. H. Gurnsey, 
principal of the VIllisca schools, . also ' D . E. ~loff~lt, .of Brooks, nnd A. C. 
Worthen, of Prescott. From Corlllng wc took 1Il Creston N. 1., where we 
found 140 enrulled. Miss J . E . Lester is superintendent of the schouls of Union 
County. Prof. Buck, assisted by Miss Virginia Scott, of Kossuth, has !n 
charge this important work. Mrs. H. P. Sawyer, formerly of western WIS' 
consin, is principal of the public schools here. At Osceola Prof. B. T. Ho~d 
is principal of schuols and Normal Institute. Mr. O. C. SCOIt. of Iowa City, 
and Mr. Tallman, of Woodburn, were aids. Il'lr. Hood is a very energetic 
worker, and was at one time superintendel\.t of schools in Marquette Cuunty, 
Wisconsin; 125 names enrolled. 
-At Albia the Porters are thick and just as cordial in their reception of a 
re·porter fur THE EnUCATIONAL WEEKLY as they would be to have the pleas. 
ure 01 a visit from the Greenback candidate fur Gove. nor. Prof.. Moser 
and Bell are duing excellent wurk for the teachers. Prof. Beede, of Keokuk, 
gave an excell.eot lecture before the institute upon the subject of Teachers' 
Aids. Prest. Carpenter, of O. kaloosa College, delivered a highly in~ere~ting 
lecture bcfon: the teachers ill the evening of our stay there upon the subject: 
"Rome as I Saw It;" 165 names enrolled. 
-At Oskaloosa 275 te~chers enrolled and have attended with much pu~c· 
tualtty and regularity. Supt. Johnson and Prof. Seerlyare a host for the dIS' 
pensing of work. Hon. Newton ll:tteman lectun:d to the teacher. in I'enp 
College in the afternoon. In the evening the commodious Simpson ~1. E. 
church was crowded wilh an appreciative audience who listened Wll~ the 
closest attention to a must able address from Mr. Bateman upon the suhJect: 
"Culture, Crime, Conscience." \Ve had the pleasure of forming the ae· I 
quamtance of Profs. Jones and Shaw, of Penn Cullege, an institution. of na· 
uonal reputation. This college is sustained by the Society of Fnends ~~ 
Quakers. Prof. J. C. Williams, principal of public schools at N.:w Sharon:}' 
a late graduate of this institution. Over thirty subscriptions were here tak::_ 
for the .WEEKl.Y. l\li5s Ao&ie Hughes rendered us much a55istance. Than • 
